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This dissertation is a summary of my investigations of the effects of spin-
polarized currents on the dynamics of nanomagnets in which the magnetization
has a vortex configuration. The “active” region of the devices consists of two
ferromagnetic layers (typically made of Ni81Fe19) separated by a nonmagnetic
“spacer” made of Cu. The devices are lithographically patterned into nanoscale
pillar structures. To obtain a stable magnetic vortex one of the two ferromag-
netic layers is considerably thicker (typically 60 nm) than the exchange length of
Ni81Fe19 (∼ 5 nm), making the vortex configuration more energetically favorable
than the single-domain.
Transfer of angular momentum from a spin-polarized current to a ferromag-
net provides an efficient means to control the dynamics of nanomagnets, and
consequently has been one of the most active areas of research in the field of
magnetism over the past decade, driven in part by the potential for applica-
tions such as non-volatile magnetic memories and tunable, dc-driven gigahertz-
frequency oscillators.
Prior to my work, spin-torque driven oscillations of the magnetization had
been investigated primarily in devices containing spatially uniform nanomag-
nets. In contrast, my experiments demonstrate that a dc spin-polarized current
can be used to drive steady-state oscillations of a magnetic vortex in a spin-
valve nanopillar. Detection of these oscillations is accomplished by measuring
the time-varying voltage generated via the giant magneto-resistance effect. I
investigated the decoherence mechanisms in these oscillators through a com-
bination of frequency-domain and single-shot time-domain measurements. I
found that, surprisingly, vortex oscillations can exhibit considerably narrower
linewidths than uniform oscillations, which means that they can be a more co-
herent source of microwaves than vortex-free spin-torque oscillators. Yet the
vortex oscillation modes also exhibit a substructure characterized by slow, dis-
crete fluctuations that provides important insight into the possible sources of
decoherence.
In addition to electronic transport measurements I have also used circularly-
polarized x-rays to obtain the first time-resolved, real-space images of a spin-
torque oscillator. These images show that the vortex has an unexpectedly com-
plex magnetization profile resulting from the characteristically small size of
these devices, and suggest that this complexity plays an important role for the
excitation of steady-state vortex oscillations.
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CHAPTER 1
MAGNETOELECTRONICS AND SPINTRONICS
1.1 Introduction
Electrons have an electrical charge and a quantum mechanical spin. Many of the
innovations in data processing and information storage in the 20th century have
relied on controlling the mobility of electrons (or holes) by means of electric
fields. However, the magnetic properties of materials have played an important
role for a long time, starting from the magnetic core memories that were pre-
cursors to modern electronic Random Access Memory (RAM), to the magnetic
hard disk technology which dominates long-term data storage today. Magnetic
devices are more accurately called magnetoelectronic because in general elec-
trical transport measurements need to be performed in order to manipulate the
state of or read from the device. In the case of early magnetolectronics, such
as core memories or early hard disks, the relevant degree of freedom was the
macroscopic magnetization, which was accessed classically, by means of elecro-
magnetic induction. The more recent field of spintronics proposes to exploit, to
various degrees, the quantum mechanical properties of the electron spin, which
are intrinsically microscopic. The goal is generally either to modulate the elec-
tron mobility through the spin degree of freedom (in metallic or semiconducting
devices) or to achieve coupling between the electron spin and photons (semi-
conducting devices) [1]. Among the properties that make make spin such an
attractive degree of freedom, two appear to stand out: i) the existence of an en-
ergy splitting between spin up and spin-down electrons in ferromagnets, which
allows efficient coupling to the charge degree of freedom (as discussed in more
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detail below), and ii) the fact that electron spin is a natural quantum mechanical
two-level system, which make it promising for quantum computation [2, 3]. Of
course, any information processing device will need to fulfill two basic function:
accept an input and produce a readable output. The sections below will outline
the relevant physics, with emphasis primarily on metallic spintronic devices,
which are the main subject of this dissertation. The following section will deal
with the physics of information readout in such devices, specifically with mag-
netoresistance, which has led to the first technological breakthroughs in spin-
tronics. The section that follows it will deal with the physics of the information
input and data manipulation, specifically spin-transfer torques.
1.2 Magnetoresistance
Magnetoresistive (or galvanomagnetic) effects consist of a change in the electri-
cal resistance of a material or device in response to an applied magnetic field
or a reorientation of the magnetization (the later need not occur as result of an
applied magnetic field, as we will see in the section on spin-transfer torques).
Below is a list of several types of magnetoresistive processes [4, 5, 6, 7]:
1. The so-called Ordinary Magnetoresistance (OMR), which can arise in fer-
romagnetic or non-ferromagnetic materials, leads to an increase in resistance
with applied magnetic field and is due to the Lorentz force acting on the elec-
tron trajectories (the latter also being responsible for the ordinary Hall resis-
tance). This is usually a small effect (<∼ 1% at fields on the order of 1 Tesla).
2. In ferromagnetic materials, in addition to OMR, there exists an additional
effect, called Anisotropic Magnetoresistance (AMR), which depends on the rel-
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ative orientation of the magnetization and the electric current. The size of the
effect depends not only on the magnitude, but also on the direction of the ap-
plied field. Only a field that reorients the magnetization will result in an effect.
In polycrystalline samples the minimum resistance is obtained when the mag-
netization is saturated perpendicular to the current direction and the maximum
when the two are parallel (with a cos2(θ) dependence on the angle θ between
magnetization current). In single-crystal samples the AMR angular dependence
is more complex because no averaging over randomly-oriented crystallites takes
place (see e.g. Ref. [8]). AMR occurs because of the spin-orbit interaction (can
be understood qualitatively as a change in the spin-dependent scattering cross-
section of electrons due to the spatial reorientation of the orbitals, as a result of
the applied field). AMR has been of great technological importance, replacing
inductive read heads in hard drives in 1991, because of its comparatively high
sensitivity (∼2% change in resistance for 10 Oe of applied field for magnetically
soft alloys, such as Ni81Fe19).
3. Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR), discovered in 1988 ([9, 10]), occurs as
a result of the relative orientation of magnetic moments within a layered or
granular metallic magnetic structure. This effect has been of great technologi-
cal importance because it can result in considerably larger changes in resistance
than any of the previous mechanisms (in excess of 80% relative to the minimum
value). As a result, GMR read heads replaced AMR read heads in hard disks
starting around 1997. However, the relevance of the GMR effect extends well
beyond hard disk technology. Its discovery and understanding is often consid-
ered as a major milestone in the development of the greater field of spintronics,
which was in part recognized by the 2007 Nobel Prize for physics. Since GMR
is the primary detection mechanism for the devices I studied, I will dedicate the
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next section to a more detailed description of this phenomenon.
4. Magnetoresistance due to the reorientation of the local magnetization
is not unique to all-metallic systems. Systems where adjacent magnetic lay-
ers are separated by an insulator that is sufficiently thin to allow quantum-
mechanical tunneling of electrons can exhibit the so-called Tunneling Magne-
toresistance (TMR). This phenomenon was discovered in 1975 [11], before GMR,
but it did not receive much attention until higher quality barriers were devel-
oped in 1995 [12, 13]. TMR is currently of great importance for the development
of spin-based electronics, due in part to the fact it offers resistance changes that
can be in excess of 500% [14] relative to the minimum value.
5. Another large magnetoresistance effect is the so-called Colossal Magne-
toresistance (CMR), which occurs for certain Mn-doping concentrations in per-
ovskite compounds, such as those based on LaMnO3. The magnetoresistance in
these compounds can be several orders of magnitudes, and occurs as the mate-
rials undergo a phase transition upon cooling. The materials are paramagnetic
insulators above a certain temperature and become ferromagnetic metals at low
temperature [15]. A large change in resistance is observed when the materials
are cooled in a magnetic field vs. zero field. So far, this effect has been rela-
tively unpromising for spintronics applications because of the requirement of
low temperatures and large (several Tesla) applied magnetic fields.
1.2.1 Giant Magnetoresistance
As mentioned briefly above, the GMR effect occurs in magnetic multilayers
or granular materials and requires a local reorientation of the magnetization.
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Therefore, it is not intrinsic to a given material, but is instead a characteristic of
an appropriately engineered structure. Thus, the 1988 discovery of GMR [9, 10]
was largely facilitated by the discovery, two years earlier, of interlayer exchange
coupling [16, 17, 18], which favors the parallel or antiparallel orientation of thin
magnetic layers separated by a normal (non-ferromagnetic) metallic layer. The
strength and sign of this coupling was later found to oscillate as a function of
thickness of the normal layer [19]. Interlayer exchange coupling thus resulted in
a system where adjacent magnetic layers could be naturally oriented antiferro-
magnetically (antiparallel to each other) in the absence of an applied magnetic
field, but could have a ferromagnetic (parallel) orientation at sufficiently large
fields, thus enabling a change in resistance to be observed. The resistance has a
minimum value when the layers are parallel and a maximum value when they
are antiparallel (see Fig. 1.1), with an approximately cosine angular dependence
given by equation 1.1 [21]:
R(θ) = RP + (RAP − RP)(1 − cos(θ)) (1.1)
where R is the resistance, θ is the angle between the adjacent layers, RP is the
resistance of the parallel configuration and RAP that of the antiparallel configu-
ration. Some studies have found evidence that the conductance, rather than the
resistance has a cosine angular dependence, but the difference between the two
models is second order in the GMR ratio, so it is in general negligibly small [22].
GMR can be observed in two types of multilayered structures (the case of gran-
ular structures is not directly relevant for this dissertation or for most current
applications of GMR): devices where the current flows in-plane (CIP) and de-
vices where the current flows perpendicular to the plane (CPP) (see Fig. 1.2).
Although the initial discovery of GMR was made on CIP devices, and most of
the initial theoretical models were aimed at this geometry, CPP devices can ex-
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Figure 1.1: Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) vs. applied field H for a [Co(1.2
nm)\Cu(0.96 nm)]10 multilayer structure measured for current flowing in plane,
at a temperature of 4.2 Kelvin. (From [20])
hibit larger GMR values, and can also show a significant magnetoresistance up
to greater layer thicknesses [23] (but require considerably more advanced fabri-
cation techniques, since only when the lateral dimensions are at the nanoscale
are the resistance and GMR large). For reasons that will be explained in the sec-
tion on spin-transfer torques, the CPP geometry has additional advantages over
CIP, and is therefore the geometry of all devices studied for this dissertation. Be-
low, I will describe briefly some of the models used to understand GMR, with
particular attention to the CPP case.
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of two GMR geometries: a) CIP geometry, b) CPP ge-
ometry. I is the applied current and V the resulting voltage. The ferromag-
netic layers are labeled F and the normal layers N. For the CIP case, a trilayer
is shown, but typical structures are designed with multiple F\N iterations in
order to obtain larger GMR values. For the CPP case, large GMR values can be
obtained with a simple trilayer, as shown in b). (Adapted from [7])
Two current model
A qualitative understanding of GMR can be obtained by starting from the Mott
model [24]. The main two assumptions1 of the model are i) that spin-up and
spin-down electrons (as defined by a quantization axis) act as independent con-
duction channels, and ii) that conduction occurs mostly through valence sp
bands, while the d bands influence the conductivity indirectly, by providing
states for the sp electrons to scatter into. Since the d band is exchange split in
3d transition metal ferromagnets, the spin-up and spin-down subbands have
1In general a finite CIP GMR effect is only observed if the mean free path for momentum
scattering is greater than the layer thicknesses. Very thin layers compared to the mean free
paths are required for a large effect. The mean free path is not relevant for observing CPP GMR.
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Figure 1.3: Simplistic illustration of the GMR effect in a CPP spin valve struc-
ture. Spin-up electrons (spin antiparallel to the local magnetic moment) ex-
perience a low rate of scattering, whereas spin-down electrons are scattered
strongly. The two spin channels act as parallel conduction paths. a) When the
two ferromagnetic layers are parallel the overall resistance is at its minimum
value. b) When the ferromagntic layers are antiparallel the resistance is at its
maximum value. (Adapted from [7])
different densities of states at the Fermi level, resulting in spin-dependent bulk
scattering rates. From this it follows that sp-d scattering of majority (spin-up)
electrons is weak because the low density of d states to scatter into, resulting in
a low resistance for the majority channel. The opposite holds for the minority
channel. If the two layers have parallel magnetizations then majority electrons
in the first layer remain majority electrons in the second layer and the majority
channel effectively short-circuits the device giving rise to a minimum resistance.
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If, on the other hand, the two layers are antiparallel, then each spin channel is
majority in one of the layers and minority in the other, resulting in a maximum
resistance, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.3.
Band structure effects
Considering a realistic band structure has two main effects on the qualitative
picture of GMR introduced above: i) refining somewhat the argument for spin-
dependent bulk scattering, and ii) introducing an additional, interfacial contri-
bution to the GMR. In 3d metals the 4s and 4p electrons hybridize to form a sp
band that is characterized by high velocity and low density of states, making
these free-like electrons primarily responsible for the electric conductivity. The
3d electrons are characterized by a low velocity and high density of states, as
well as a narrow energy range. If the sp and d bands overlap, they also hy-
bridize, giving rise to sp−d bands. These are characterized by a reduced energy
range (band-bending), lower velocities and higher densities of states than the
sp bands. As a result of this the exchange splitting of the d bands has major
implications for the transport in transition metal ferromagnets. The majority
electrons have a primarily sp character at the Fermi level, resulting therefore in
a high conductivity, similar to a normal metal like Cu. For the minority elec-
trons, however, the Fermi level falls across the sp − d band, resulting therefore
in substantially reduced conductivity of the minority channel. This is illus-
trated by the band diagrams in Fig. 1.4. As can be seen in Fig. 1.4, the band
structure of Cu is much better aligned at the Fermi level with that of the ma-
jority Co electrons than that of the minority electrons. Since any energy step
results in reflection, the difference in band matching introduces an interfacial
9
Figure 1.4: Electronic band structure and density of states for Cu and f cc Co.
a) For Cu, the majority and minority spin subbands are identical. The d bands
are filled and the Fermi level lies across the sp bands resulting in high conduc-
tivity. b) The exchange-split majority spin subband in Co is similar to Cu, and
has a high conductivity. c) The exchange-split minority spin subband in Co is
characterized has an sp − d character at the Fermi level, resulting in a consid-
erably lower conductivity than the majority subband, as explained in the text.
(From [5])
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spin-filtering effect at the Cu\Co interface: majority-spin electrons have rela-
tively good matching and experience little reflection, while minority-spin elec-
trons experience stronger reflection due to poorer band matching at the inter-
face. Not all ferromagnet-normal metal combinations exhibit the same degree
of band matching asymmetry. The two most typical combinations are Fe/Cr (in
which GMR was discovered) and Co/Cu. Because of its very low magnetocrys-
talline and magnetoellastic anisotropies permalloy (Py: Ni80Fe20) is an excellent
soft ferromagnetic material, often desirable over pure Fe or Cr. Fortunately, Py
has an f cc structure that is similar to that of Cu, and very good band matching
for the majority spin subband, resulting in high GMR values. [5]
Valet-Fert model and spin accumulation
Attempts at more rigorous descriptions of GMR have been put forward that
model the electronic transport either semiclassically (based on the Boltzmann
equation) or quantum mechanically. The treatment of the electronic structure
is also very important and there is a whole spectrum of theories, ranging from
free electron-models, to single-band tight binding, to more realistic multiband
models [5]. In the case of CPP GMR, the most often employed model is one that
was proposed by Valet and Fert in 1993 [25]. The model assumes free electrons
and treats the transport using the Boltzmann equation. An important feature
is that in addition to electronic momentum relaxation, it also includes a finite
relaxation time for the spin, which effectively sets a length scale (referred to as
the spin diffusion length) for the validity of the Mott two-current picture. The
concept associated with the spin diffusion length is the so-called spin accumu-
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lation2, which refers to the creation of a chemical potential difference between
spin-up and spin-down electrons near the ferromagnet/normal material inter-
face. This chemical potential difference decays exponentially over the spin dif-
fusion length, as given by equation 1.2
∆µ(x) = ∆µ(0) ∗ Exp(−x/ls f ) (1.2)
where ∆µ is the spin-induced chemical potential splitting, x (≥0) is the dis-
tance from the interface and ls f is the spin-diffusion length. The name spin
accumulation can be somewhat confusing at first, as it might suggest that the
spin polarization always increases. In fact, spin accumulation results in a non-
equilibrium spin population as a function of space. This does mean inducing
a local spin polarization in the normal material, where the bulk equilibrium is
spin-unpolarized, but for the ferromagnet it means a local spin depolarization
near the interface, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5. One of the implications of the Valet-
Fert model is that the relevant scale for CPP GMR is the spin-diffusion length
and not the (usually much shorter) mean free path, as is the case for CIP GMR.
This means that for CPP GMR the series resistor model applies regardless of
whether the mean free path is shorter than or longer than the layer thickness,
and also that an effect can be observed in both cases. The magnitude of the effect
depends only on the layer thicknesses [28, 29]. This feature of CPP GMR allows
structures to be made using slightly thicker layers than is possible for CIP de-
vices, which can be useful in some cases, as for example the devices studied for
this dissertation, where the normal metal (Cu) layers can be as thick as 40 nm, al-
lowing control over the strength of the interlayer magnetostatic interaction. An-
other important implication of spin-accumulation and spin diffusion concerns
2The earliest experimental demonstration of spin accumulation, based on spin injection
from a ferromagnet into a normal metal, was performed by Johnson and Silsbee at Cornell
in 1985 [26], who also developed some of the early microscopic models of spin injection at a
ferromagnet/normal metal interface (e.g. [27])
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Figure 1.5: Spin accumulation and spin injection near a ferromagnet-normal
material interface. a) Schematic of the sample geometry showing spin polarized
electrons entering the normal material from the ferromagnet. b) Splitting of the
chemical potential near the interface leads to spin accumulation. The dashed
green arrows indicate spin flip between the two out-of-equilibrium spin pop-
ulations. c) Schematic of the spatial profile of spin polarization showing the
difference between the case of two metals (efficient spin injection) and the case
of a metal-semiconductor junction (inefficient spin injection, as explained in the
text). (From [7].)
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the feasibility of hybrid spintronic devices that employ metallic ferromagnets
to inject spin polarization into normal semiconductors. In this case the large
conductivity mismatch and generally much shorter spin diffusion length in the
metal than in the semiconductor leads to a quasi total depolarization of the spin
current within the ferromagnet, making spin injection into semiconductors via
ohmic contacts extremely inefficient [30]. (Introducing a spin-dependent inter-
face resistance by means of a tunnel barrier or Schottky barrier is a solution to
this issue [31, 32, 33, 34].)
1.2.2 Tunnel Magnetoresistance
Although none of the devices studied for this dissertation employ tunneling ef-
fects, I will nevertheless briefly describe the main aspects of spin-dependent
quantum tunneling, with particular emphasis on Tunnel Magnetoresistance
(TMR) (see Fig. 1.6) in ferromagnet/insulator/ferromagnet magnetic tunnel
junctions (MTJ’s). Spin-dependent tunneling is a natural complement to all-
metallic spin-dependent transport and has great implications for the magnetic
memory industry and other, more remote spintronic applications.
Jullie`re model
The simplest model used to understand spin-dependent tunneling and TMR
was introduced by Jullie`re in 1975 when he made the first experimental ober-
vations of the phenomenon on Co/oxidized Ge/Fe MTJ [11]. The model re-
lies on the Mott two-current picture and the assumption that tunneling is spin-
conserving. If the electrodes have parallel magnetizations then majority spin
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Figure 1.6: Magnetoresistance curve on a CoFe/Al2O3/Co MTJ, from one of the
first two demonstrations of reproducible large TMR. (Modified from [12].)
electrons in the emitter are also majority spin in the collector and similarly for
minority spin electrons. If, on the other hand, the electrode magnetizations are
antiparallel, then each majority electrons become minority electrons after tun-
neling and vice versa. The fact that the density of states at the Fermi level is
larger for minority spin electrons than for majority spin electrons has two impli-
cations: i) there are more minority electrons available to tunnel out from on the
emitter side and ii) there are more minority states to tunnel into on the collector
side, resulting in different conductivities for each of the two relative electrode
orientations, as illustrated in Fig. 1.7 and described by equation 1.3.
TMR =
P1P2
1 − P1P2 (1.3)
where Pi =
Di↑−Di↓
Di↑+Di↓ , with Di↑ (Di↓) being the spin-up (spin-down) densities of
states at the Fermi level for each of the two electrodes.
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Insulator effects
The model of Jullie`re does not account for the role played by the tunnel barrier
material itself in the tunneling process. Among the limitations of the model is
the fact that it predicts a positive TMR (that is higher resistance in the antipar-
allel case), regardless of the details of the structure. Experimental observations
have shown however, that the choice of insulator can change the sign of the
TMR (e.g. [36]). Other than this dramatic qualitative effect, the insulator can
also affect the magnitude of the TMR, resulting in values that exceed the predic-
tions of the Jullie`re picture. This occurs when using a crystalline tunnel barrier
material. The evanescent densities of states for each spin channel can be mod-
Figure 1.7: Schematic of the density of states for the two electrodes in a mag-
netic tunnel junction. In the Jullie`re model, the product of the densities of states
in the two electrodes for each spin channel uniquely determines the magnetore-
sistance. (From [35].)
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Figure 1.8: Tunneling density of states for Co/MgO/Co MTJ, illustrating the
spin-filtering properties possible with a crystalline structure. a) Parallel align-
ment of the electrode magnetizations. b) Antiparallel alignment of the electrode
magnetizations. (From [37].)
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eled by using complex Bloch wavevectors (k = q + iκ). For example, the bcc
Co(100)/MgO(100)/Co(100) system has a similar crystal structure for both the
metal and the insulator, resulting in similar symmetries for the electronic bands
across the entire structure [37]. As can be seen from Fig. 1.8 the ∆1 channel expe-
riences the slowest decay in the MgO barrier. The density of ∆1 symmetry states
in Co is high for majority spin electrons , but small for minority spin electrons.
Consequently, the transmission rate is much larger in the parallel configuration
than in the antiparallel case and the tunnel barrier effectively acts as a spin filter.
1.3 Spin-transfer torque
1.3.1 Context
As outlined in the previous section, the initial breakthroughs in the field of spin-
tronics were related to the ability to read the state of a device, commonly the
relative orientation of ferromagnetic layers in a spin valve or a magnetic tunnel
junction, by means of GMR and TMR, respectively. However, writing of infor-
mation is still in general accomplished by using magnetic fields. This has sev-
eral disadvantages: i) magnetic fields are difficult to localize spatially (leading to
writing errors in closely-packed arrays of devices), ii) switching with magnetic
fields does not scale well (maintaining thermal stability of magnets as their size
shrinks requires increasing the anisotropy, which in turns results in the need
for larger switching fields, and consequently larger power consumption), iii)
static magnetic fields cannot be used to produce oscillations (frequency sources,
which are potentially useful for communications applications, can consequently
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not be built).
An efficient alternative to manipulating small ferromagnets with field was
proposed in two influential papers3 in 1996 by Slonczewski [40] and Berger [41].
Their idea was that a spin-polarized current could be used to apply a torque to a
ferromagnet. This would require much less current to produce a measurable re-
orientation of the ferromagnet (at scales less than ∼200nm) than a magnetic field
generated by Ampe`re’s law, and would also be highly localized. The dynam-
ics excited by this spin-transfer torque (STT) could be classified in two broad
types: i) switching of the magnetization of a spin-valve between two stable con-
figurations (with great implications for the development of efficient, nonvolatile
magnetic random access memory) and ii) steady-state oscillations of the mag-
netization under excitation by a direct current (with great implications for the
development of on-chip, nanoscale, tunable oscillators in the GHz range) [42].
These are illustrated in Fig. 1.9. The first clear experimental observations of STT
were made at Cornell (switching [43, 44], and steady-state dynamics [45]). The
rest of this chapter will explore in more detail these two types of magnetization
dynamics in all-metallic ferromagnet/normal/ferromagnet CPP trilayers and
will conclude with a brief discussion of STT-driven domain wall motion and
STT in the context of semiconducting materials.
3Early theoretical work on current-induced domain-wall drag had been done by Berger as
early as 1974 [38]. Experimental work was also performed about 11 years later [39], but the
phenomenon did not receive widespread attention until the formulations of STT by Slonczewski
and Berger in 1996, perhaps in part because the fabrication capabilities for CPP structures did
not mature until then.
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Figure 1.9: Illustration of the two types of dynamics that can be excited by STT
for a magnetic moment with no anisotropy. a) Initial configuration of the mag-
netic moment in the presence of an applied field. b) For small (subthreshold)
applied current amplitude the magnetization remains close to the stable equi-
librium along the z-axis as a result of damping. For sufficiently large currents
(above threshold), the STT leads to overall negative damping and the magneti-
zation can undergo two types of dynamics, depending on the angular form of
STT and damping: c) steady-state large-angle precession or d) reversal. (Modi-
fied from [20].)
1.3.2 Qualitative picture of STT in a metallic trilayer
An intuitive understanding of STT can be obtained by considering the flow of
electrons in a current-biased spin valve, as illustrated by Fig. 1.10. The electrons
entering the device are initially unpolarized since they are assumed to arrive
from normal leads. They become spin-polarized by the first ferromagnet, so that
the magnetic moment of the electrons transmitted through this layer is parallel
to the magnetization of this layer. Some electrons are reflected, and these have
the opposite magnetic moment. Upon incidence on the second ferromagnetic
layer the transverse component of the spin is absorbed, giving rise to a torque,
20
Figure 1.10: Cartoon illustrating spin-transfer torque in an all-metallic spin-
valve. The device is current biased so that electrons flow upward. Initially
unpolarized electrons become spin-polarized by the first ferromagnet (bottom
blue layer) so that their magnetic moment is parallel to the magnetization of this
layer. (Some electrons are reflected with the opposite magnetic moment.) Upon
incidence on the second ferromagnetic layer (upper blue layer) the transverse
component of the spin is absorbed, giving rise to a torque, referred to as spin-
transfer torque. Here, too, some fraction of electrons are reflected. (These are
spin-polarized such that their moment is opposite to the magnetic moment of
the second ferromagnet.)
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which is what is referred to as spin-transfer torque. Here, too, some fraction of
electrons are reflected. These are spin-polarized such that their moment is oppo-
site to the magnetic moment of the second ferromagnet. The reflected electrons
will apply a torque on the first magnetic layer. Through common discourse it
is easy to overlook the fact that this is not the end of the process. Of course,
another transmission/reflection will happen at the first ferromagnet, then at the
second ferromagnet, and so on. In general, accurate calculations of STT must
take into account the iterative nature of the process (e.g. through a scattering
matrix approach).
1.3.3 Microscopic physics of spin-transfer torque
A more detailed understanding of the physics of STT can be obtained by looking
at the quantum mechanical processes from which it originates. A simple 1-
dimensional model, as shown in Fig. 1.11, can be quite useful to illustrate the
torque exerted by one electron incident on a ferromagnet [20]. We consider an
incident spinor plane-wave wavefunction for a single electron with spin at angle
θ to the z-axis:
|ψincident〉 = Ceikx(cos(θ/2)| ↑〉 + sin(θ/2)| ↓〉) (1.4)
where C is a normalization factor. Because of the ferromagnet’s exchange
splitting the energy of the spin-up electrons in the ferromagnet is lower by
∆ than that of spin-down electrons. We can set the potential step at the nor-
mal/ferromagnet interface to be 0 for spin-up electrons, so that only spin-down
electrons are reflected (by a potential step of height ∆). This is a good ap-
proximation for many commonly-used normal/ferromagnet interfaces, such as
Cr/Fe, Cu/Co or Cu/Ni. Then the transmitted and reflected wavefunctions can
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Figure 1.11: 1-D model for spin-torque showing a) scattering of electrons by a
ferromagnetic layer, and b) a simplified mechanism for the scattering, based on
the exchange-splitting ∆ between the two spin subbands. r↑ (r↓) and t↑ (t↓) are
the spin-up (spin-down) reflection and transmission amplitudes, respectively.
(Modified from [20].)
be calculated to be
|ψtransmitted〉 = C(eik↑xcos(θ/2)| ↑〉 + eik↓x 2kk + k↓ sin(θ/2)| ↓〉) (1.5)
|ψre f lected〉 = Ce−ikx k + k↓k + k↓ sin(θ/2)| ↓〉 (1.6)
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where k↑ = k (since spin-up sees no potential step in this simplified model) and
k↓ =
√
2m(E − ∆)/~, with E being the energy of the incident electron (E > ∆)
and m the free electron mass. The spin-transfer torque per electron is given by
equation 1.7, which expresses the conservation of angular momentum
N = −
∫
nˆ ·Q d2R (1.7)
where Q is the spin current density per unit area of the ferromagnet, nˆ is the
unit vector normal to the ferromagnet surface and the integral is over the sur-
faces of the ferromagnet. Thus, in order to calculate the amount of spin angular
momentum transferred from the conduction electrons to the ferromagnet (and
hence the spin-transfer torque) it is first necessary to compute the spin current
densities per unit area of ferromagnet Q (incident, transmitted and reflected
parts). At the normal/ferromagnet interface these can be computed from equa-
tion 1.8 by using the corresponding wavefunction given by equations 1.4, 1.5
and 1.6:
Q =
~2
2m
Im(ψ∗σ ⊗ ∇ψ) (1.8)
where σ is the vector of Pauli matrices. By performing this calculation it is
found that the transverse (in the x-y plane) component of the spin current den-
sity is entirely transmitted through the normal/ferromagnet interface, while the
reflected spin current has moment pointing along -z (antiparallel to the magne-
tization). Moreover, the transverse components of the spin current transmitted
into the ferromagnet have sinusoidal terms with arguments of the form (k↑−k↓)x.
This implies that the spin will precess in the ferromagnet with period 2pi/(k↑−k↓)
(since spin-up and spin-down have different energies due to the exchange split-
ting). This leads to rapid classical dephasing of the transverse spin component,
typically over a length scale of a few atomic spacings in a 3d ferromagnet. Con-
sequently, the entire transverse component of the spin current is absorbed by
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the ferromagnet, and the spin current transmitted out of the ferromagnet is po-
larized with moment parallel to the magnetization. The total absorption of the
transverse component leads to an expression for the torque per electron of the
form
N = AC
~2
2m
sin(θ)xˆ (1.9)
where A is the area of the ferromagnet (in a cross-section perpendicular to xˆ).
Equation 1.9 is a good approximation for all-metallic systems. A number of
differences exist between the physics of spin-torque in all-metallic systems and
in magnetic tunnel junctions. In particular, in MTJ’s there exists an additional
contribution to the torque, along the yˆ direction, which in metallic systems is
negligibly small. Since the devices studied for this dissertation are all-metallic,
I will not discuss the specifics of MTJ’s here. However, comprehensive reviews
of STT in MTJ’s can be found in references [20] and [46].
The torque given by equation 1.9 is only a starting point to understanding
the effects of STT in a real device. Since electrons in a normal metal are spin-
unpolarized, the incident spin current is zero and so the torque would in general
entirely vanish4 in a device consisting of a single normal/ferromagnet bilayer.
Thus, all practical multilayer devices use the spin valve geometry, consisting of
a ferromagnet/normal/ferromagnet trilayer. As mentioned earlier, in this case,
it is necessary to consider the effect of multiple scattering events at the nor-
mal/ferromagnet interfaces. It is also important to consider whether transport
through the normal spacer is ballistic or diffusive, and whether the structure is
symmetric or not (some of the resulting expressions can be found in [50] and
4In normal/ferromagnet/normal junctions spin wave instabilities [47, 48] that may even in-
duce switching [49] can occur if the two normal metals have different parameters, thus breaking
the symmetry of the junction and the associated spin accumulations on either side of the ferro-
magnet. This type of structure has two main drawbacks: it requires larger currents to operate
and generates only a small signal, by the AMR mechanism.
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references therein). The basic form of the rate of change of the magnetization5
(for an asymmetric trilayer with ballistic transport across the normal spacer) is(
∂M1
∂t
)
STT
= −g1(θ)γ0~IeV1 Mˆ1 ×
(
Mˆ1 × Mˆ2
)
(1.10)
where Vi is the volume of ferromagnetic layer i, e is the elementary charge, I
is the applied current, γ0 is the gyromagnetic ratio, Mˆi are unit vectors for the
magnetization of the two ferromagnetic layers, and gi(θ) is an expression that
depends on the details of the structure. It has the form [50]
gi(θ) =
q+,i
A + Bcos(θ)
+
q−,i
A − Bcos(θ) (1.11)
with parameters A, B, q+,i, q−,i that can be computed given the details of the
structure, or can be obtained by fitting to experiment (although this is not easy
for largely asymmetric structures).
1.3.4 A few words on the relative efficiencies of spin-torque
and the Oersted field torque
An important and technologically advantageous feature of spin-torque is that
the effect becomes stronger as device size shrinks. A relevant length scale that
can be used to make this statement more quantitative is the radius Rb at which
the spin-torque and the torque due to the Oersted field at the boundary of a
cylindrical device are equal. Assuming a uniform current density along the
axis of a magnetic element with radius R and a thickness L, and assuming
5Strictly speaking the magnetization is not proportional to the spin, as assumed here. The
magnetization depends on both the spin and the orbital angular momenta, which are not gen-
erally collinear. However, because the orbital angular momentum is relatively small in 3d fer-
romagnets, it is a reasonable approximation to ignore it. This is not the case for ferromagnetic
semiconductors.
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the maximum possible values of both torques as a function of the magnetiza-
tion orientation, the Oersted field torque at the boundary (the Oersted field in-
creases linearly with radial position away from the center of the cylinder, so at
the disk boundary it reaches its maximum value) equals the spin-torque when
Rb = ~Pµ0 |e|LMs , where P is the spin-polarization of the current and Ms is the satura-
tion magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer being considered here (i.e. mag-
netic moment density per unit volume at saturation). For a 5 nm thick Permal-
loy layer, Rb is about 30 nm. Since the Oersted field torque decreases as 1/R,
while the spin-torque has a 1/R2 dependence, the latter dominates the former
at the boundary (and hence even more so inside the disk) when the device ra-
dius is smaller than Rb. This discussion assumes that the magnetic layer that
feels the spin torque is thin. If this layer is too thick the spin-torque, which is
primarily an interfacial effect in spin valves, will not directly affect the magne-
tization far from the surface from where the spin-polarized current is incident.
Instead, far away from this interface the magnetization would feel the effect of
the spin-torque only indirectly (i.e. as torques transmitted from the interface via
the exchange interaction and local internal fields), while the effect of the Oer-
sted field would still be direct since the latter is a bulk effect. In fact the devices
studied for this dissertation have such a thick magnetic layer, and as I will ex-
plain in the following chapters this leads to significant and beneficial effects due
to the Oersted field.
1.3.5 Equation of motion of the magnetization
In the absence of STT the classical dynamics of the magnetization are typically
described by using the phenomenological Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation. In
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the case where STT is also present, equation 1.10 is introduced as a third term
(τSTT ), giving the final form(
∂Mˆ1
∂t
)
= −γ0Mˆ1 ×Heff + αMˆ1 ×
(
∂Mˆ1
∂t
)
− g1(θ) γ0~IeV1MS 1 Mˆ1 ×
(
Mˆ1 × Mˆ2
)
(1.12)
The first term describes the torque (τH) that leads to Larmor precession of the
magnetization around the total effective field Heff and the second term (τd) de-
scribes classical damping of the magnetization oscillations, as introduced by
Gilbert (with α being ∼0.01 for a typical 3d ferromagnet). In order to highlight
the dynamic effects, the equation is written in terms of Mˆi, which is a unit vector
in the direction of the magnetization vector Mi. Fig. 1.12 illustrates the torques
acting on a magnetic moment and their approximate orientations. As can be
seen, the spin torque can act either as a source of positive damping , or as a
source of negative damping (opposing the Gilbert damping), depending on the
current polarity. Equation 1.12 describes the dynamics of a single-domain mag-
net. In general, magnets, even at the nanoscale, are not truly single-domain,
although they can be close under certain conditions. This will be discussed in
more detail in the next chapter. In cases where the magnetization is not uni-
form, one typically still employs equation 1.12, but with the understanding that
it is only valid locally. This leads to the so-called micromagnetic description
of magnetization dynamics, in which a larger magnetic structure is discretized
into elements that are small enough to be considered single-domain. This ap-
proach to modeling magnetization dynamics will be discussed in more detail
in the chapters that deal with the new experimental results presented in this
dissertation.
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Figure 1.12: Directions of the torques on a magnetic moment.
Magnetic damping
Before moving on to a discussion of the two main classes of dynamics that can
be expected from equation 1.12, I would like to give a brief description of the
meaning and the physical origins of magnetic damping. The Gilbert form of
the damping term6 describes the fact that, in the absence of an external excita-
tion, the magnetization tends to relax to the direction of the effective field over a
time 1/(αω), where ω is the angular Larmor precession frequency. The damping
term is also responsible for the finite width of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR)
peaks. From a formal point of view Gilbert damping is similar to a drag force
6The original form proposed by Landau and Lifshitz has a slightly different form (see,
e.g. [20]).
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proportional to the velocity (or, in this case the rate of change of the magnetiza-
tion). This form was chosen essentially because it is the simplest, but without
any significant insight into its microscopic origins. There is still no general con-
sensus on how correct it is, especially for dynamics where the magnetization
forms a large angle with respect to the effective field or in the case of strongly-
nonuniform magnetic configurations. From a microscopic point of view, two
main types of damping have been suggested. The first deals with so-called ex-
trinsic contributions, in which, for example, two-magnon scattering from inho-
mogeneities is considered as a means for energy loss out of a particular mode
of oscillation (thus damping out that mode) [51]. Another source of extrinsic
damping is due to the so-called spin-pumping effect, which occurs as the pre-
cessing magnetization emits spin-waves that travel into the neighboring nor-
mal layers [52]. The second type deals with intrinsic damping. The dominant
model ascribes the main source of damping to spin-orbital torque correlations
and electron-hole pair generation [53] and appears to give good agreement with
experiment for 3d ferromagnets and magnetic semiconductors [54, 55].
1.3.6 Switching between stable states
Hysteretic switching between stable states is generally studied in trilayer de-
vices that have uniaxial anisotropy, typically due to their elongated shape,
which leads to two possible configurations of the two ferromagnetic layers:
parallel or antiparallel. Via GMR or TMR, one can easily distinguish between
these two states, making such devices promising for applications as nonvolatile
magnetic random access memory (MRAM) (see Fig. 1.13). This application
has been the main driving force for the study of STT in magnetic trilayers,
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Figure 1.13: Example of transport data showing STT-induced switching be-
tween two stable states. (Modified from [56].)
both in academia and in the industry. The experiments performed for this
thesis, however, deal with steady-state precession, so I will only give a very
brief overview of the physics of switching. The geometry of choice for study-
ing STT-driven magnetic switching is the spin-valve nanopillar (a ferromag-
net/normal/ferromagnet CPP trilayer with lateral dimensions of ∼100 nm), first
demonstrated by Katine et al. in 2000 [44]. In a typical spin-valve nanopillar one
of the magnetic layers is prevented from responding to the torques (referred to
as the fixed or reference layer). This can be achieved by several different means:
i) by making it thicker, ii) by using a magnetically harder material, or iii) by
pinning it by means of exchange coupling to an antiferromagnetic layer. The
second layer is designed to easily respond to the STT, while at the same time be-
ing sufficiently thermally stable to maintain its configuration after the current is
removed. The switching process is thermally assisted for current pulses wider
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than a few hundred picoseconds. Below this, the switching process is too rapid
for thermal effects to play a significant role. Most of the recent work has been
aimed either at reducing the critical currents required for switching (e.g. [57]) or
at decreasing the switching times (e.g. [58]) (often one happens at the expense
of the other, but optimization of both is expected to be possible).
1.3.7 Steady-state microwave-frequency self-oscillations
As mentioned above, the second type of dynamics that was predicted to be pos-
sible as a result of STT are steady-state oscillations of the magnetization under
excitation by a direct (dc) current. Numerous experiments have indeed demon-
strated this phenomenon in spin-valve devices [45, 59, 60, 61] than can have
either the nanopillar or the point-contact geometry (see Fig. 1.14).
Figure 1.14: Comparison of the point-contact and nanopillar geometries used to
study persistent oscillations driven by a dc spin-polarized current. (From [20].)
The initial experiments in nanopillar devices were performed at large ap-
plied fields. The devices were designed to have nearly single-domain magneti-
zation. In this geometry, the persistent oscillations were observed for in-plane
applied fields Happl > HK , where HK is the in-plane shape anisotropy field i.e. the
magnitude of the field required to saturate the magnetization along the in-plane
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hard (short) axis of these elliptical devices. Under such conditions the current
bias sign is chosen such as to favor switching the free layer antiparallel to the
fixed layer, while the field is strong enough to oppose switching. Thus, one way
to understand the persistent dynamics is that it results from the interplay of the
two opposing factors, the field torque and the STT. The STT acts as an source
of antidamping, canceling out the damping torque on average and thus allow-
ing the magnetization to undergo undamped Larmor-like precession about the
effective field (see Fig. 1.12). Because of the strong demagnetization fields asso-
ciated with a flat magnet, the orbit is not circular, but rather has an elongated
shape, as shown in Fig. 1.15.
Figure 1.15: Illustration of the elongated orbits resulting from the demagnetiza-
tion field effects. The easy axis is the x-axis and the hard axis is the out-of-plane
(z) direction. (Modified from [20].)
The “natural” precession frequency of a single-domain magnet, taking into
account anisotropy effects, is given by the so-called Kittel formula [62] (equa-
tion 1.13):
f =
γ0
2pi
√
(Happl + HK)(Happl + HK + 4piMS − 2Ku/MS ) (1.13)
where MS is the saturation magnetization and Ku is the uniaxial anisotropy con-
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stant associated with the out-of-plane direction. The “natural” Kittel frequency
is affected (quite considerably) by the magnitude of the applied dc current (due
to the nonlinearity of the STT), so that the dc-driven frequency is close to the
Kittel frequency associated with He f f only near the critical current for exciting
the dynamics [63, 64].
Four main questions arise in connection with these dc-driven oscillations:
1. Is an applied field necessary to excite the oscillations or is it possible to
design a device that does away with this requirement? Eliminating the need
for an applied field could considerably reduce the fabrication complexity of a
potential commercial device.
2. Is it possible to excite steady-state dynamics even when the magnetization
deviates considerably from single-domain?
3. What are the mechanisms responsible for linewidth broadening, and how
can the linewidth be minimized in order to obtained well-defined, sharp oscil-
lation peaks?
4. Can the output power7 (due to GMR or TMR) be made large enough to be
of interest for applications?
I will discuss points 1. and 2. in the chapters dedicated to the experimen-
tal results. For now, I will just say the answer is positive to both questions.
Point 3 is also integral to much of the work done for this thesis, and will be dis-
cussed in more detailed later, but I would first like to provide a brief theoretical
7Although, most often, the total power output is cited as a figure of merit, it is possible that
the power density might be a better measure of the usefulness of an oscillator. For example, a
very broad peak, with low power density can be much more difficult to distinguish against the
noise background than a narrow peak with high power density relative to noise, although the
former might have a greater total integrated power than the latter.
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background immediately below. This will be followed by a brief discussion of
approaches aimed at dealing with point 4.
Models for the linewidth broadening
The linewidth of a periodically-driven resonator is generally related in a rel-
atively simple manner to damping. For example, starting from the LLG equa-
tion one obtains an expression for the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) linewidth
given by equation 1.14
∆ f = 1.16α f (1.14)
in the absence of anisotropies, where the factor of 1.16 is related to the
Lorentzian shape of the FMR resonance and α is the Gilbert damping param-
eter [65].
In contrast, the linewidths of dc-driven oscillators (sometimes called self-
oscillators or auto-oscillators), of which dc-driven spin-torque oscillators are
examples, are generally the result of classical decoherence processes [66, 63], i.e.
fluctuations of the oscillation frequency or amplitude (or both) over time. Thus,
it is important to distinguish between the (perhaps) more familiar linewidth of
a periodically-driven resonator and the linewidth of a dc-driven oscillator, since
the two have very different physical meanings. In the rest of this dissertation the
word linewidth will be used to refer exclusively to the auto-oscillation linewidth
of a dc-driven oscillator. The sources of decoherence in spin-torque oscillators
are either related to temperature effects (see [67] or [63] and references therein)
or to chaotic effects. The chaotic effects have been studied mainly using micro-
magnetic simulations [68, 69]. The temperature effects have also been studied
analytically and can be divided into two broad types:
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1. Those due to jumping between modes that are closely-spaced in fre-
quency [67], for which the contribution to the linewidth can be described ap-
proximately by equation 1.15:
∆ f =
f
2pi2
Exp
(−EB
kBT
)
(1.15)
where EB is the energy barrier for jumping out of the precessional state with
frequency f , kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
2. Those based on the effect of Gaussian thermal noise in a nonlinear system,
described in [63] and references therein. The details of the model are developed
for single-domain oscillators. In general the linewidth needs to be computed
numerically given the parameters of the oscillator, but there are two limiting
cases that produce relatively simple expression for the temperature dependence.
One of these is the case of low T and low ∆ f , where the linewidth is predicted
to have the dependence given by equation 1.16
∆ f ∝ kBTE (1.16)
where E is the average energy in the oscillator. In the case of moderate tempera-
tures and large linewidths, the predicted dependence is given by equation 1.17.
∆ f ∝
√
kBT
E (1.17)
A T 1/2 dependence was also derived earlier from different arguments [67], but
there it was found to account for the experimental variation of the linewidth
in the low (<110 K) temperature range. So far, the most comprehensive testing
of the theoretical model from which equations 1.16 and 1.17 are derived was
performed by Boone et al. in 2009 [70], who found a good agreement with ex-
periment for moderate oscillation amplitudes (< 70◦), at a bath temperature of
4.2 K, for bias conditions where only one oscillation mode was excited.
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Experimentally, the narrowest linewidths do not occur in uniformly-
magnetized nanopillar structures. Rather, they have been seen in the point-
contact geometry (∆ f = 1.89 MHz at f = 34.4 GHz for a 11000 Oe field [71], and
∆ f = 0.58 MHz at f = 0.18 GHz for a 25 Oe field [72]) or in nanopillars where the
magnetization of one of the layers has a vortex configuration (∆ f = 0.28 MHz
at f = 1.14 GHz for a 480 Oe field [61]), which will be described in more detail
in the chapters on experimental results. These are values obtained at room tem-
peratures. In general, narrower values are obtained as the oscillators are cooled
down, though a monotonic variation with temperature, which the model de-
scribed in Ref. [63] predicts, is not always observed. Nanopillars with approx-
imately single-domain magnetization typically have linewidths of tens to hun-
dreds of MHz at frequencies, in the range of 3-6 GHz. It is not entirely clear why
the single-domain nanopillars exhibit broader linewidths, but one factor may be
the relatively smaller magnetic volume of the oscillating layers in these struc-
tures, which makes them more susceptible to thermal noise (c.f. equations 1.16
and 1.17, where E increases with the magnetic volume of the oscillating layer).
The spatial structure of these oscillations also plays an important role8. A dra-
matic example of the role of the magnetic structure over purely thermal effects
occurs in certain MTJ’s with a very thin MgO insulating barrier [73], in which
the linewidth can decrease by more than an order of magnitude after apply-
ing a large “conditioning” voltage bias. As Praveen Gowtham in our group
has shown, this occurs as a result of the formation of highly-localized magnetic
conduction channels across the barrier. More work on the role of the magnetic
configuration has been undertaken by Oukjae Lee in our group, who has re-
cently been modeling the coupling between different regions of an oscillating
8The role of the spatial configuration is taken into account in a simplified way by the model
of Ref. [63], which makes predictions about the linewidth variation with the direction of the
applied field.
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layer, finding that linewidth broadening can be enhanced in cases where the
intralayer coupling is weak, allowing different regions of the sample to oscil-
late at slightly different frequencies as a result of variations in the local effective
field. I will describe additional findings from my own experiments in the results
chapters.
Increasing the emitted power
As mentioned earlier, one of the main goals of current research in spin-torque
oscillators is to increase the power output. Two main approaches have been
taken in this direction. One is by moving from spin-valves to MTJ’s. This was
not possible until only about two years ago, because tunnel barriers with a low
enough resistance-area product needed to sustain the required applied voltages
without breaking down (∼2 Ωµ2) could not be fabricated. Recently, however,
a number of experiments have demonstrated STT-driven oscillations [74, 73,
75]. The devices in Ref. [75] are the result of a natural step forward, combining
the narrow linewidth of vortex oscillators [61] (its discovery and properties in
spin valve nanopillars are described below, in the results chapter) with the large
power output of MTJ, resulting in maximum output powers of ∼5 nW, with a
1.1 MHz minimum linewidth at a frequency of ∼0.77 GHz. This represents a
power increase of about 3 orders of magnitude over a comparable spin valve
vortex oscillator. The result is particularly encouraging since the MTJ’s used in
that study were relatively far (the maximum TMR value is only about 10%) from
the state of the art (over 100% TMR for low resistance-area product barriers).
The second approach to increasing the power (and possibly improving the
coherence) of the oscillations is the building of large arrays of spin-torque oscil-
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lators that are phase-locked, in other words all oscillators in the array tend to
synchronize and have the same frequency and phase. Phase-locking allows for
Figure 1.16: Illustration of phase-locking of 2 STT oscillators, with 80 nm nom-
inal diameters, located at 150 nm from each other. The figure shows the two
oscillators initially having different frequencies, and then phase-locking at a
current bias value of ∼46 mA. (Modified from [76].)
a faster-than-linear increase in the output power as a result of near-perfect cor-
relations between the outputs of the oscillators. For example, for two oscillators,
the total output power P1+2 would scale as
P1+2 = P1 + P2 + 2
√
P1P2 (1.18)
where P1 and P2 are the output powers of the two oscillators in the absence of
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synchronization. This coupling is possible because STT oscillators are nonlinear
systems. The first experimental realizations of mutual phase coupling between
2 STT oscillators were published in 2005 [77, 76] (see Fig. 1.16). More recently,
4 vortex oscillators were phase locked by means of the antivortices formed be-
tween them, also in a point-contact geometry [78]. While these examples rely
on coupling by means of spin waves emitted by the different oscillators, the
coupling mechanism could also occur be by means of dipolar field interactions,
or electric coupling [79], that is by means of the oscillatory voltage produced
by the STT devices. These mechanisms have not yet been demonstrated ex-
perimentally, the difficulties being, for the former, that it is difficult to fabricate
nanopillars that are close enough to each other to couple by fields, and for the
latter, that the emitted electric signal is generally too weak to allow efficient cou-
pling (with the possible exception of MTJ’s). In addition, a major challenge for
the realization of any large array of phase-coherent STT oscillators results from
the broad distribution of the properties of these oscillators, as fabricated.
1.3.8 Spin-transfer outside the trilayer paradigm
Spin-transfer torques have also been studied in metallic nanowires, where they
can induce translation of domain walls, or in ferromagnetic semiconductors
(typically the p-type ferromagnetic III-V semiconductor (Ga,Mn)As). Below, I
will give a very brief overview of spin-transfer in metallic nanowires. Detailed
reviews can be found, for example in Ref. [80] (domain wall motion) and [81]
(semiconductors).
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STT and domain walls
The main difference between STT in trilayers and STT in single-layer ferromag-
netic metallic nanowires is the form of the spin-torque in the equation of motion.
This is due to the fact that the magnetization vector in wires varies continuously,
unlike the abrupt transitions between layers in a nanopillar or point-contact ge-
ometry. Thus, instead of the last term in equation 1.12, the torque takes the form
given by equation 1.19
τDW = −(vJ · ∇)Mˆ(r) + βMˆ(r) × (vJ · ∇)Mˆ(r) (1.19)
where vJ = −(γ0~P|J|)/(2eMS ), J is the charge current density vector and P is
the spin polarization [20, 80]. For a uniform current density, the domain wall
undergoes translation at speed vJ (for J larger than a certain threshold value).
The second term describes two additional contributions: i) the contribution to
the torque when the spin current cannot follow the local magnetization adia-
batically (this is significant in structures with large magnetization gradients),
and ii) an additional contribution due to damping effects. The magnitude of β
is currently a matter of debate, partly because its effects are not easy to sepa-
rate experimentally from the non-adiabatic effects, which depend both on the
equilibrium structure of the domain wall, and on its deformation as it encoun-
ters wire defects in its path. In the presence of a non-zero β factor, the intrinsic
threshold for initiating domain wall motion in a defect-free wire becomes zero.
Thus a large β factor would be of importance for potential applications.
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CHAPTER 2
A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO MAGNETIC VORTICES
2.1 What is a magnetic vortex?
A magnetic vortex is a type of magnetization distribution characterized by an
in-plane curling of the local moment. An ideal magnetic vortex has zero out-
of-plane component everywhere except in the central region (the core) (see
Fig. 2.1). It is characterized by two topological charges: i) the chirality, C, which
refers to the direction of curling of the in-plane magnetization, and ii) the po-
larity, p, which refers to the orientation of the out-of-plane core magnetization1.
In general the polar angle of the magnetization, θ(r), can be approximated by a
bell-shaped function, such as the one suggested in Ref. [83]:
θ(r) =

2p tan−1(r/Rc) r < Rc
ppi2 r ≥ Rc
(2.1)
where r is the radial coordinate in the disk plane and Rc is the core radius.
2.1.1 Energy contributions
In order to understand under what conditions magnetic vortices can form, it is
necessary to look at the contributions to the free energy of a magnet. The most
important contributions are given by equation 2.2:
ETOT = EEX + EM−S + EZ + EM−C (2.2)
1A third topological charge, the vorticity is used to distinguish between a vortex and an
antivortex. In an antivortex the magnetization curls anti-clockwise if one moves around the
core in a clockwise direction.
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Figure 2.1: Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) image of a vortex in a 50 nm
thick Ni80Fe20 micro-structure. The contrast varies from light to dark via orange,
indicating the out-of-plane magnetization. The vortex core was resolved here
for the first time. (From [82].)
where EEX is the exchange energy, which in a ferromagnet is minimized for
parallel orientation of nearest neighbors, EM−S is the magneto-static energy, EZ is
the Zeeman energy due to the applied field, and EM−C is the magneto-crystalline
anisotropy energy, which favors orientation of the magnetization along certain
crystallographic directions. In Py, EM−C is very close to zero and can be ignored.
At zero field, the magnetic configuration will then be primarily determined by
the interplay between the exchange and magneto-static contributions.
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The magneto-static contribution is minimized when the magnetization at
the edges of the structure is parallel to the edges, resulting in total magnetic
flux closure within the ferromagnetic material, but this of course increases the
exchange energy. In small structures, where the required radius of curvature
would be very small, the exchange energy cost for following the surface is high,
so the magnetization tends to remain uniform. For larger structures, however,
the magneto-static contribution is more significant, while the larger radius of
curvature results in a lower exchange cost associated with the flux closure con-
figuration, so the magnetization curls into a vortex.
The dimensions at which the transition between the single-domain and the
vortex configuration occurs in the phase diagram are usually expressed in term
of the ”exchange length,”lex =
√
A/(2piMs) [84], which for Py is about 4 nm (here
A is the exchange constant, which characterizes the strength of the ferromag-
netic exchange interaction)2. The core, which points out-of-plane in order to
avoid the very large exchange energy associated with anti-parallel in-plane mo-
ments, has a radius Rc of approximately 3lex. In even larger magnetic structures,
the surfaces (and overall shape of the ferromagnet) will still affect the magneti-
zation, but more complex domain structures can occur, with effects due to the
magneto-crystalline anisotropies and crystal structure becoming more impor-
tant.
2Reference [84] describes the phase diagram for the transition from a single-domain to a
vortex configuration in the case of a circular disk. Although the result has, in general, a com-
plicated form it has a relatively simple asymptotic behavior for the case of a very thin disk
compared to lex. In this limit the maximum single-domain radius RmaxSD is predicted to vary as
RmaxSD = l
2
ex/(0.7piL), where L is the disk thickness.
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2.1.2 Quasi-static field-driven reversal
The quasi-static reversal of the magnetization involving vortex formation is
very different from reversal through uniform rotation of a single-domain, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.2. This provides an important means of identifying the pres-
Figure 2.2: Quasi-static magnetization reversal loops comparing the single-
domain and a vortex cases. a), b) Normalized Kerr microscopy loops (signal
is proportional to normalized magnetization) for two 10 nm thick disks with
composition Ni80Fe14Mo5, showing a) a single-domain reversal mechanism for
a 100 nm diameter sample, and b) a vortex reversal mechanism for a 300 nm
diameter sample. (Modified from [85].) c) Simulated vortex reversal loop for
a magnetic disk, showing the micromagnetic configuration at key parts of the
loop. (Modified from [86].)
ence of a vortex even when the magnetization configuration cannot be readily
imaged, as I will describe in the next chapter. In the case of uniform rotation of
a single-domain, only one hysteresis loop is observed (Fig. 2.2a)). Reversal via a
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vortex state, involves two hysteresis loops (Fig. 2.2b)). These correspond to the
nucleation (annihilation) of the vortex at low (high) values of the applied field.
The region between the two annihilation fields is reversible. It corresponds to
the displacement of the vortex core towards the edge of the dot as the vortex is
deformed such that region having magnetization nearly parallel to the applied
field increases, while the opposite region shrinks. Vortex annihilation occurs
when the core reaches the edge of the dot and is forced out.
2.2 Fundamental dynamic excitations of a magnetic vortex
The dynamic excitations of a magnetic vortex can be classified according to
three main types according to their symmetry: i) a translational mode (pre-
cession of the core), ii) radial modes (nodes of the spatial distribution of the
spectral power of the magnetization oscillations occur along the radius), and
iii) azimuthal modes (nodes occur along the circumference). The experiments
performed for this thesis deal exclusively with the first type, the translational
(gyrotropic) mode. Next, I will provide some background on this mode.
2.2.1 Gyrotropic mode
The lowest frequency excitation of a magnetic vortex corresponds to a preces-
sion of the vortex core around its equilibrium position and is referred to as the
gyrotropic mode. It was first experimentally observed (by means of magnetic
imaging) in 1984 by Argyle et al. [87] in a 800 nm thick easy-plane garnet film,
where a vortex formed at the intersection between two 90◦ Ne´el walls. The first
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observation in an microstructure containing only the vortex was made by Park
et al. in 2003, using time-resolved Kerr microscopy on single-layer Py disks with
a thickness of 60 nm and diameter ranging between 500 nm and 2 µm [88]. This
study used short magnetic field pulses to excite the vortex and then detected
the relaxation back to equilibrium. Figure 2.3 shows these results.
Figure 2.3: Observation of the gyrotropic mode of an isolated vortex. a) Mag-
netic force microscope image of the static vortex in a 500 nm diameter Py disk
(left), and simulated structure (right). b), c) and d) show the time dependence
of the Kerr rotation (proportional to the magnetization) (left) and the simulated
magnetization (right) near the center of the disk, for three different diameters
(indicated on the figure). The low-frequency component of the time traces is
due to the gyrotropic mode. (From [88].)
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Thiele-Huber analytical approach
The most common analytical model used to study the gyrotropic mode is based
on an approach for calculating the dynamics of a moving magnetic structure de-
veloped by Thiele in 1973 [89]. Starting from the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equa-
tion, he derived an equation for the forces acting on a magnetic structure that is
assumed to move without distortion, which essentially states that the net force
is zero for an inertia-free vortex:
Fg + Fr + Fα = 0 (2.3)
In this equation Fg = G × v is a Magnus-type force acting perpendicular to the
velocity (v = dX/dt, where X is the position of the vortex core with respect to the
center of the disk) of the magnetic structure, Fr = ∂W
∂X is the reversible force on
the magnetic structure (due to external applied field as well as internal effects,
such as exchange energy, internal magnetostatic energy etc), and Fα = ˜˜D ·v is the
dissipative force; G is the gyrocoupling vector, W is the energy of the displaced
vortex, and ˜˜D is the dissipation dyadic. In polar co-ordinates, the expressions
for G and ˜˜D are given by equations 2.4 and 2.5
G = −Ms
γ0
∫
sinθ(r)∇θ(r) × ∇φ(r) dr (2.4)
˜˜D = −αMs
γ0
∫ (
∇θ(r) ⊗ ∇θ(r) + sin2θ(r)∇φ(r) ⊗ ∇φ(r)
)
dr (2.5)
where θ(r) and φ(r) are the polar and azimuthal angles of the local magneti-
zation, respectively, at position r (α is the Gilbert damping parameter). In the
harmonic approximation, the restoring force Fr will take the form
Fr = −∂W
∂X
= −κX (2.6)
for a positive constant κ that depends on the total energy of the displaced vortex,
and which I describe more detail further below. In the case of weak damping
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the angular frequency of the gyrotropic mode is then given by:
ω0G =
κ
|G| (2.7)
Equation 2.6 for W is, of course, only valid for a circular disk. In the case
of an ellipse there are two different constants, one for displacements of the core
along the major axis (κM) and one for displacement along the minor axis of the
ellipse (κm), with the frequency being determined by equation 2.7 with an effec-
tive constant κe f f =
√
κMκm. Due to the lower confinement of the core along the
major axis of the ellipse than along the minor axis, κM is expected to be smaller
than κm. This is confirmed by the micromagnetic simulation studies in Ref. [90].
Thiele’s formalism was applied by Huber [91] to the specific case of a 2-
dimensional vortex (with 3-component spins) in the continuum approxima-
tion [92]. Using ∇φ(r) = qφˆ(r)/r (q is the vorticity topological charge, which
is 1 for a vortex and -1 for an antivortex), and the assumption that the spins lie
in plane far from the vortex core and are perfectly out-of-plane at the core, he
found that G is given by a very simple expression:
G = −2piMsL
γ0
qpzˆ (2.8)
where p is the vortex core polarity (±1) and L is the disk thickness. Only the
values of θ(r) at the boundary and at the center are necessary for the calculation
of G in the case of a 2-dimensional vortex. Since the dominant contribution to
˜˜D comes from the region far away from the core, where the spins are nearly
in-plane and θ(r) has only a small gradient, ˜˜D becomes a diagonal tensor:
Dxx = Dyy = D = −αMsL
γ0
piln
(R
a
)
(2.9)
where R is the outer radius of the vortex and a is the lattice parameter of the
system. (The expressions above are actually for a thin disk of thickness L where
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there is no variation in the spin structure along the thickness. In the case of an
infinitely thin 2-d disk the factor of L would be absent from these expressions
and Ms would have the meaning of magnetic moment density per unit area.)
The restoring energy term W was first computed only about nine years ago
by Guslienko, Metlov et al.. There are two main methods for estimating W for
a 2-dimensional vortex. The first method (usually referred to as the rigid vor-
tex approximation) [93] assumes that the vortex is rigid and consequently moves
without deformation, while the second method (usually referred to as the surface
charge free or two-vortices approximation) [84] assumes that the vortex deforms
dynamically during its motion in order to satisfy the strong pinning conditions
at the disk boundary (i.e. no surface magnetic “charges”). The second model
provides better agreement with micromagnetic simulations and experiment for
isolated dots [94, 95], but cannot account for coupling between vortices in arrays
of adjacent disks. It predicts an oscillation frequency, which for disks with small
thickness L compared to the radius (i.e. β = L/R is small) takes the approximate
form [94, 96]:
ω0G =
20
9
γ0Msβ(1 − 43β) (2.10)
which is in good agreement with experiment for β ≤∼ 15%. For larger aspect ra-
tios the analytical method increasingly overestimates the frequency, as a result
of the gradual failure of the various approximations made under the assump-
tion of a 2-dimensional vortex structure [95]. The devices studied for this thesis
have aspect ratios on the order of unity, and consequently the analytical predic-
tions are not quantitatively accurate. In some cases, the analytical predictions
can even be qualitatitvely inaccurate. This is a direct consequence of the small
lateral dimensions that are, as mentioned in the previous chapter, characteristic
of spin-torque nanopillars. I will discuss the effects of the small dimensions in
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detail in the chapters dedicated to my experimental results.
2.2.2 Radial and azimuthal modes of magnetic vortices
Under excitation by magnetic fields radial and azimuthal modes of vortices
have also been observed. In the case of these modes the magnetization
dynamics do not correspond to a translation of the vortex core. The radial
Figure 2.4: Images of radial and azimuthal modes of a vortex in a single-layer
Py disk with a radius of 3 µm and thickness of 15 nm, showing the amplitude
of the modes on the top row and the phase on the bottom row. The modes were
excited by locally-generated magnetic field pulses. Due to the spatial nonuni-
formity of the pulses, azimuthal modes are also excited, although the field is
predominantly out-of-plane. The left part of each image is obtained by micro-
magnetic simulations and the right part by Fourier transform Kerr imaging. a)
Radial mode with 1 node, and f = 2.80 GHz. b) Radial mode with 2 node, and
f = 3.91 GHz. c) Radial mode with 3 nodes, and f = 4.49 GHz. d) Azimuthal
mode with 1 node, and f = 2.08 GHz. Two such orthogonal, degenerate modes
can be excited due to the symmetry of the disk. (The degeneracy is lifted by
interaction with the gyrotropic mode for smaller disk sizes [97].) e) Azimuthal
mode with 2 nodes, and f = 1.69 GHz. (From [98].)
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modes are excited most efficiently by an axial field [99, 100], while the azimuthal
modes are excited most efficiently by an in-plane field [100, 97]. Fig. 2.4 illus-
trates the spatial structure of these two types of modes, obtained by Fourier
transform imaging [101]. These modes cannot be studied based on the Thiele-
Huber formalism. Instead, the typical analytic approach involves a treatment
of small deviations from the static vortex magnetization and computation of
magnon eigenstates with cylindrical symmetry [102, 103, 104].
2.3 Spin-torque driven vortex oscillations
2.3.1 Overview
While the initial experimental studies of vortex dynamics all used magnetic
fields (either short pulses or continuous ac fields at resonance) to investigate
their dynamics, in the last few years increasing attention has been given to spin-
torque as a means of exciting vortex dynamics. Spin-torque, as discussed earlier,
is more efficient and can also lead to different types of dynamics than those ex-
cited by magnetic fields, as a result of its different angular dependence.
The first published work on using spin-torque with magnetic vortices was a
series of calculations published by Shibata et al. in 2006 [105]. In the case of a dc
current applied in the CIP geometry by normal leads attached to the edges of a
single-layer magnetic disk, they predicted a reversible displacement of the vor-
tex perpendicular to the current direction, occurring via a spiral motion (around
an axis perpendicular to the plane and centered at the final position of the core)
whose direction of rotation depends on the core polarity and sign of the cur-
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rent. The direction of the final displacement and its magnitude depend on the
current magnitude and sign, respectively (the direction of displacement also de-
pends on the vortex polarity). The spiral motion would occur at the gyrotropic
frequency. Interestingly, they predict the absence of an intrinsic critical current
(unlike domain wall motion or switching of a uniform nanomagnet discussed
in the previous chapter). In 2006, the first experimental observation of the reso-
nant excitation of the gyrotropic mode by an ac current was also made [106], in
the geometry discussed above. Detection was relatively inefficient, being due to
the AMR effect.
The possibility of exciting the gyrotropic precession in a spin valve struc-
ture by means of a dc current, which had not been previously predicted, was
demonstrated in 2007 [107, 61]. Chapter 3 describes the details of this exper-
iment. Around the same time the spin torque team at NIST also published
results suggesting a possible observation of gyrotropic precession in the point-
contact geometry [108, 72]. In 2008, Mistral et al. [109] published additional re-
sults that demonstrated dc-driven gyrotropic oscillations in point-contacts, and
presented an analytical model of the spin-torque effects (for a CPP spin valve in
the point-contact geometry) grafted to the Thiele-Huber approach. Their calcu-
lations predict that an in-plane spin polarization can lead only to a stable vortex
translation, but not to oscillations, which would instead require an out-of-plane
component of the spin polarization. Experimentally, I found that this does not
hold, at least in our nanopillar devices. I will describe a possible way to recon-
cile this discrepancy in Chapter 5. This could occur in conjunction with another
possible solution, which was suggested recently by Khvalkovskiy et al. [110].
They show analytically that a sufficiently non-uniform static polarizer3 config-
3The term polarizer is used in this thesis to refer to the ferromagnetic layer of a CPP spin
valve that does not have a stable vortex configuration, i.e the thinner layer in the devices dis-
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uration can also lead to persistent precession of the vortex, even when the po-
larization is entirely in-plane. The results of that study also show that even a
uniform, in-plane spin polarization can excite persistent dynamics, provided it
varies in time.
2.3.2 Analytical description of vortex core precession driven by
spin-torque
Expressions for the force due to the spin current
Earlier in this chapter I introduced equation 2.3, which describes the preces-
sional dynamics of the vortex core. Although that equation can be used to cal-
culate the gyrotropic frequency it cannot be used to determine the complete
motion of the vortex because it includes no driving term. Here, I would like
to describe briefly the role of adding a fourth term, Fst, due to the spin-torque,
which acts so as to cancel out the damping, leading to steady-state precession
of the core upon application of a dc current bias. In the Thiele-Huber approach,
this term has the form [109]
Fst = Fst⊥ + F
st
‖ =
~PI
2|e|LR2 (f
st
⊥ + f
st
‖ ) (2.11)
where fst⊥ and fst‖ are the given by:
fst⊥ =
∫
η⊥(r)sin2θ(r)∇φ(r) dr (2.12)
and
fst‖ = −
∫
η‖(r)
(
∇θ(r)sinφ(r) + 1
2
∇φ(r)sin2θ(r)cosφ(r)
)
dr (2.13)
cussed in the experimental chapters.
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Here P is the magnitude of spin polarization of the current, I is the applied cur-
rent, e is the electron charge, η⊥(r) is the normalized component of the incident
spin polarization perpendicular to the device plane and η‖(r) is the normalized
component in the plane. One implication of equations 2.12 and 2.13 is that for
a planar polarizer (η⊥(r) = 0) the torque acts on the vortex core, while for a
perpendicular polarizer (η‖(r) = 0) it acts on the region outside the core [110].
Using the previously-mentioned surface charge free ansatz for the in-plane
magnetization distribution equation 2.13 simplifies, in the case of a steady cir-
cular orbit, to [110]:
Fst‖ =
~PpRcI
2|e|R2 (η‖(X) · χˆ)χˆ (2.14)
where χˆ is a unit vector in the azimuthal direction in physical space (as op-
posed to spin space) to first order in Rc (and assuming Rc  R0, where R0 is the
steady-state orbit radius). Thus, the torque due to the in-plane component of the
magnetization depends on the vortex core polarity p. Moreover, equation 2.14
shows that if η‖(r) is uniform in space, then this torque component averages
out to zero over a full orbit of the vortex core, so only a non-uniform (or time-
dependent) in-plane spin-polarization of the current should lead to persistent
oscillations of the vortex. Since Fst‖ does not depend on the orbit radius R0, but
Fα does (through X˙ = ωzˆ × X) it is possible to extract R0 as a function of I and
ω for a purely in-plane polarizer by requiring that the net energy change due to
the spin-torque and damping forces over a full orbit should be zero in the steady
state. The answer depends on the spatial distribution of η‖(r) through the inte-
gral of the dot product in equation 2.14 over the azimuthal angle (and within
this model will be non-zero only for non-uniform spin polarization η‖(r)).
The calculation of Fst⊥ based on equation 2.12 is more problematic because
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of the assumption implicit in the Thiele approach that translational motion of
a soliton (such as a magnetic vortex) follows the expression M˙ = −(X˙ · ∇)X.
This assumption fails near the disk boundary where a large contribution to Fst⊥
originates. Khvalkovskiy et al. have used a generalized version of the Thiele
approach4 to compute this force term, obtaining [111], in the case of a steady
circular orbit:
Fst⊥ =
~Pη⊥R0I
2|e|R2 χˆ (2.15)
for the case of a uniform perpendicular polarization Pη⊥. There are two main
differences between Fst⊥ and Fst‖ : i) only F
st
‖ depends on the core polarity p, and
ii) only Fst⊥ depends on the steady-state orbit radius R0. A consequence of the
second point is that for the case of a purely perpendicular polarizer, R0 and Ic1
(the critical current for exciting steady-state oscillations) can only be computed
by including higher-order in R0/R terms of D and ωG. (The orbit radius as com-
puted in ref. [96] has a fairly complicated form, but depends as the square-root
of the overcriticality (I − Ic1)/Ic1.)
Full equation of motion for spin-torque driven vortex precession
Given the terms that were introduced so far, I can write down a more explicit5
form for the equation of motion for the vortex in the steady-state in the presence
of spin-torque, based on the Thiele formalism:
Gzˆ × X˙ − κ(I)X + DX˙ + Fst⊥(I) + Fst‖ (I) = 0 (2.16)
4This method also predicts some corrections to D, yielding D = −αMsL
γ0
pi
[
ln
(
R
2lex
)
+ 34
]
.
5The previous calculations of the terms of the equation were valid for zero applied magnetic
field. In order to introduce magnetic-field dependence into the equation, it is necessary to ac-
count for the variation of the polarizer orientation and the change in the vortex magnetization
with applied field. To date, the only published results are for the case of a point-contact to an
extend film, where certain simplifying assumptions can be made [109]. the
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where κ(I) = ωG(I)/G is the current-dependent restoring term, which as ex-
plained above may actually include a term proportional to R20 (leading in that
case to a cubic restoring force, that is a quartic potential energy W).
Current-dependence of the gyrotropic frequency
In the presence of the applied current, the frequency of the oscillations ωG is
modified with respect to ω0G by two current dependent terms, so it takes the
form [96]:
ωG(I) = ω0G + ω
Oe
G (I) + ω
1
G(I) (2.17)
The second term on the right-hand side of equation 2.17 is due to an additional
contribution to the restoring force which is due to the Oersted field of the cur-
rent, and is approximately given by:
ωOeG (I) =
0.54γ0C
Rc
I (2.18)
where 0.54 is a dimensionless number, c is the speed of light and C is the vortex
chirality (direction of curling of the in-plane magnetization), which by conven-
tion is +1 if the vortex curls in the same direction as the Oersted field and −1 in
the opposite case. The third term of equation 2.17 is a second-order correction
in R0/R to the small-radius vortex precession frequency ω0G. It is given by:
ω1G(I) = k(I − Ic1)/Ic1 (2.19)
where k is given by another fairly complicated expression which depends on ω0G
and Ic1 and the nonlinear damping constant D [96].
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2.4 Control of the polarity and chirality using spin-torque
In addition to the study of the gyrotropic mode, the control of the polarity and
chirality of a vortex by means of STT has also been studied. From the stand-
Figure 2.5: Micromagnetic simulations of vortex core switching under resonant
ac current excitation in a 50 nm thick single-layer Py disk with a radius of 500
nm. a)-f) Simulations of the magnetization near the core region. g) Simulated
trajectory, showing the core positions corresponding to the configurations in a)-
f). h) Simulated time trace of the vortex velocity, showing repeated switching
event for two different current values. (Modified from [112].)
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point of applications this is motivated by the possibility of using each of these
two degrees of freedom as a bit of information. The possibility of switching the
core polarity in a single-layer Py disk in the CIP geometry was demonstrated
by Yamada et al. in 2007 [112]. They found that by applying an ac current near
the gyrotropic frequency the vortex can be accelerated in a spiral trajectory. As
it accelerates, the vortex distorts, leading to the eventual switching of the polar-
ity when the vortex speed becomes about 250 m/s (independent on the current
amplitude). The motion is then repeated (with the opposite direction of preces-
sion), leading to another switching event (see Fig. 2.5). Since the core polarity
switches periodically the maximum switching probability with continuous ac
excitation is 50%. Using ac pulses with an amplitude-dependent length should
be able to lead to 100% switching probability in principle. However, because
the switching involves emission of spin-waves with a chaotic character, there
is a large variation in observed switching times, which might make accurate
pulse timing difficult. Switching of the core using dc current has been pre-
dicted through analytical calculations [113] or micromagnetic simulations [114].
No definite experimental demonstration has been published so far. In the ap-
pendix I will briefly describe my experimental efforts to test these predictions,
which are still in progress. A scheme for control of the vortex chirality using
appropriately-shaped current pulses in a nanopillar has also been proposed
(based on micromagnetic simulations) [115].
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CHAPTER 3
MAGNETIC VORTEX OSCILLATIONS DRIVEN BY DC
SPIN-POLARIZED CURRENT
3.1 Introduction
While it was known that spin-torque switching of a magnetic element can some-
times occur via non-uniform magnetic states [116], a central remaining ques-
tion at the time I performed these experiments was whether spin-torque can
be used to efficiently excite steady-state magnetization oscillations in strongly
non-uniform magnetic configurations in a manner suitable for fundamental in-
vestigations of nanomagnetic dynamics and improved device performance. A
relatively simple type of non-uniform magnetic structure is a magnetic vortex,
the lowest-energy configuration of magnetic structures just above the single-
domain length scale [82, 117]. Previous studies, typically performed on single-
layer permalloy (Py) structures, focused on the transient or resonant response
of a magnetic vortex to an applied magnetic field and identified the lowest exci-
tation mode of a vortex as a gyrotropic precession of the core [94, 88, 118, 95]. It
has also been demonstrated that the vortex core polarization can be efficiently
switched by short radio-frequency magnetic field pulses [119] or by electrical
currents [112]. Recently, the spin-transfer effect has been used to drive a mag-
netic vortex into resonant precession by means of an alternating current incident
on a single Py dot [106]. Here I demonstrate by means of direct frequency-
domain measurements that a dc spin-polarized current can drive highly co-
herent gigahertz-frequency steady-state oscillations of the magnetic vortex in
a nanoscale magnetic device. The high sensitivity of the technique I used means
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that fine changes in the details of the vortex oscillations, such as due to device
or material inhomogeneities, can be readily detected.
3.2 Device details
Figure 3.1: SEM image of a vortex nanopillar: top view.
The samples I studied have a spin valve geometry consisting of a thick (60
nm) Py (Py = Ni81Fe19) ferromagnetic layer and a thin (5 nm) Py ferromagnetic
layer separated by a 40-nm-thick Cu spacer. The thickness of the 60 nm Py layer
is chosen to be above the threshold thickness necessary for the nucleation of a
magnetic vortex [120]. Electron-beam lithography and ion milling were used to
define and etch the spin valves resulting in pillar-shaped devices (Fig. 3.1 and
Fig. 3.2d), left inset). The devices used for this experiment had ∼160 nm × ∼75
nm elliptical cross-sections. The sample is dc current-biased along the pillar
axis through Cu electrodes. Relative oscillations of the magnetizations of the
two Py layers produce a time-varying voltage via the giant magneto-resistance
(GMR) effect. This oscillatory output is then detected using a 30 Hz - 50 GHz
spectrum analyzer. The measurements were performed at room temperature
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for static magnetic fields applied either perpendicular to the ellipse plane (H⊥)
or in-plane, parallel to the ellipse major axis (H‖). I observe coherent microwave
signals only when electrons flow from the thin Py layer towards the thick Py
layer, which is defined as the positive current polarity.
3.3 Experimental observation of steady-state vortex oscillations
Figure 3.2a) shows the dependence of the differential resistance (dV/dI) of one
of the nanopillar devices on H‖. The differential resistance curve has the typ-
ical features associated with vortex nucleation and annihilation (cf. Fig. 3a)
in Ref. [85]). Micromagnetic simulations based on the OOMMF package [121]
confirm the existence of a vortex in the thick layer, while the thin layer mag-
netization is quasi-uniform due to the layer’s reduced thickness, which makes
the vortex state energetically unfavorable [120]. As H‖ increases from zero the
differential resistance decreases gradually as the vortex core approaches the de-
vice boundary. For |H‖| >∼650 Oe the vortex is annihilated and both the thick
and the thin layers are in quasi-uniform magnetization states with magnetic
moments aligned with the field and the device resistance at its minimum. As H‖
is reduced, near ±200 Oe the thin layer moment reorients due to the interlayer
dipole field interaction [44], becoming antiparallel to the thick layer moment.
The additional switching near H‖ = ±100 Oe corresponds to vortex nucleation,
which reduces the GMR from its maximum value in the uniform, antiparallel
configuration. Discrete steps in dV/dI are observed for both out-of-plane (not
shown) and in-plane applied fields, resulting from intermittent pinning of vor-
tex due to material defects and device shape imperfections [122, 123]. Due to the
thermally activated nature of the vortex nucleation, in some scans, such as the
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Figure 3.2: GMR and microwave data for sample 1. a, Differential resistance for
I = 0 as a function of H‖. The included lead resistance in (a) and (b) is ∼12 Ω.
The black arrows indicate the field scanning direction. b, Microwave spectra as
a function of dc current bias for H⊥ = 1600 Oe. FWHM (circles) and f (triangles)
as a function of I (inset). c, Microwave spectra as a function of dc current bias
for H‖ = 540 Oe. FWHM (circles) and f (triangles) as a function of I (inset). The
curves in (b) and (c) are offset by 0.02 nW/GHz along the vertical axis for clarity.
d, Microwave peak with ∆ f = 2.8 x 102 kHz and f /∆ f = 4.0 x 103 for H‖ = 480
Oe and I = 9.0 mA. The continuous line is a Lorentzian fit to the data. Sample
layout (left inset). Microwave peak for I = 10 mA and H‖ ∼6 Oe (right inset).
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one shown in Fig. 3.2a), the parallel configuration is preferred near H‖ = 0 when
ramping down the field from negative values. A scan performed immediately
afterwards indicates that the vortex is nucleated again near 200 Oe.
To study the spin-torque excitation of vortex oscillations the dc bias current
I was varied while keeping H, either H‖ or H⊥ fixed. Previous works on vortex-
free spin valves have established a link between persistent spin-torque magne-
tization dynamics and peaks or dips in dV/dI vs. I scans (e.g. Ref. [124] and
Ref. [44]). I do observe such features, but they have a relatively small amplitude,
which is consistent with the relatively small amplitude of the vortex oscillations.
Therefore the signatures of vortex oscillations in the I-V’s are not as compelling
as they are in vortex-free spin valve nanopillar devices. Consequently, I fo-
cused on frequency-domain measurements to establish the existence and study
the character (e.g. linewidth, amplitude, and frequency) of these vortex oscil-
lations. As expected, microwave dynamics are observed only for values of H‖
between the positive and negative vortex annihilation fields. Figure 3.2b) shows
typical frequency-domain measurements of the GMR signal for H⊥ = 1600 Oe, as
a function of I for sample 1, measurements that are indicative of the excitation
of a single strong mode of persistent high-frequency magnetization dynamics
in the structure. While I usually observe only one dominant microwave mode
under the H and I conditions of interest here, depending upon the bias and
sample I sometimes find multiple modes. In general, the power in the second
harmonic signal is less than 10% of that in the fundamental, consistent with a
nearly sinusoidal oscillation in the time domain.
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3.4 Observation of narrow linewidths
The linewidth typically ranges between 60 MHz and <0.3 MHz as the field and
current bias conditions are varied. For sample 1, as I is increased for H⊥ =1600
Oe, the full width at half-maximum (∆ f ) decreases, while the power density in-
creases rapidly, reaching a maximum at I = 11 mA (Fig. 3.2b)). The oscillation
frequency ( f ) increases nearly linearly with I (Fig. 3.2b), inset) at a rate of ∼30
MHz/mA. Figure 3.2c) shows the current dependence of the microwave oscil-
lations for the same sample but for a lower field, H‖ = 540 Oe. Both ∆ f and the
power density show less variation with I than for the H⊥ case, but the frequency
f again exhibits an approximately linear dependence on I (Fig. 3.2c), inset) with
a similar rate of change of ∼25 MHz/mA.For both in-plane and out-of-plane
fields, the oscillations are characterized by f/∆ f factors that can be > 103. Fig-
ure 3.2d) shows a high-resolution plot of a peak with ∆f = 2.8 x 102 kHz and
f/∆f = 4.0 x 103, observed for H‖ = 480 Oe and I = 9.0 mA. The largest f/∆f fac-
tors previously observed in a spin-torque oscillator, on the order of 104 at ∼34
GHz, were obtained in applied magnetic fields that were one order of magni-
tude larger than for the data in Fig. 3.2d) [71]. As might be expected from a
vortex system, I have observed coherent oscillations ( f/∆f > 102) for H‖ as small
as ∼6 Oe (Fig. 3.2d), right inset). This demonstrated the possibility to obtain
steady-state oscillations of the magnetization in effectively zero applied field.
Chapter 4 presents an experiment I performed at zero field over a wide range of
current bias.
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3.5 Micromagnetic simulations using OOMMF
To gain more in-depth understanding of the vortex oscillations I compared
the data to OOMMF micromagnetic simulations of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
(LLG) equation with an additional spin-transfer term1. (Details of the simula-
tions are provided in the Methods section at the end of this chapter.) Figure 3.3a)
shows the equilibrium configuration of the vortex in the thick ferromagnetic
layer for H⊥ =200 Oe, in the absence of spin-torque. The initial magnetic config-
uration of the thin ferromagnetic layer (not shown) is nearly uniform, with the
in-plane component of the magnetic moment pointing in the –x direction.
The simulation indicates that the vortex enters an oscillatory regime
(Fig. 3.3b)) in the presence of a spin-polarized current I with positive polar-
ity, with the core precessing in a larger trajectory at the top surface of the thick
layer than at the bottom. This motion occurs as a consequence of the transfer of
spin-angular-momentum from the incident current to the local moments near
the top surface of the thick layer. The resulting torque on the vortex drives it
away from its equilibrium position into a trajectory that is further determined
by magnetostatic restoring forces [118]. The spin-polarization of the incident
current has a spatial distribution that replicates the magnetic structure of the
thin ferromagnetic layer, which itself undergoes periodic oscillations from its
quasi-uniform, in-plane equilibrium state. These thin layer oscillations have the
basic character of periodically flexing the thin layer magnetization into config-
urations with C-state and S-state-like components, depending upon the details
of the simulation conditions, as the vortex precesses. Later in this Chapter, as
well as in Chapter 4 I will discuss additional results from experiments and mi-
1In order to perform these simulations I modified the internal C code of OOMMF to allow
for real-time updating of the spin-polarization as a result of the magnetization dynamics.
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cromagnetic simulations which indicate that more complex thin layer dynamics
are possible, depending on the direction of applied field and current bias.
Figure 3.3: Micromagnetic simulation for I =6.6 mA and H⊥ =200 Oe. a, Initial
magnetic configuration of the thick magnetic layer showing in-plane compo-
nents (arrows) and z-component (color shading). The cross-section is taken at
the top surface of the thick ferromagnetic layer. b, Power density spectrum of
the y-component of the thick layer magnetization showing a peak at f =1.25
GHz. c, Magnetic configuration of the thick layer, showing the in-plane compo-
nents (arrows) of the layer’s upper and lower surfaces and the vortex core (red),
at 0.2 ns intervals. The maximum core displacement for these values of I and
H is ∼20 nm. The magnetization of the thin layer (not shown) is quasi-uniform,
with its in-plane components undergoing small-amplitude oscillations from the
–x direction, as described in the text.
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3.6 Current dependence of the oscillations
The simulations predict an increase in the oscillation frequency with I at a rate
of ∼30 MHz/mA, consistent with the experimentally observed rate of 20-50
MHz/mA, a result which can be attributed in part to the stronger confinement
of the vortex motion due to the increasing Zeeman energy associated with the
Oersted field2. At the edges of the device, the Oersted field can be as large as
∼20 Oe/mA (at the ends of the minor axis) and ∼15 Oe/mA (at the ends of the
major axis). Thus, the oscillation frequency of the spin-torque vortex dynamics
agrees closely with the relaxational eigen-frequency of the gyrotropic core mo-
tion in the effective potential due to magnetostatic and Zeeman contributions.
The simulations also show that the motion of the vortex is asymmetric about the
equilibrium position of the vortex. This symmetry breaking is due to the quasi-
uniform spin polarization incident from the thin layer and typically results in
an elongated vortex trajectory that is rotated by roughly 45◦ with respect to the
ellipse axes (Fig. 3.3c)). As the vortex follows this elongated trajectory it under-
goes periodic distortions from the ideal cylindrically symmetric shape, which
in turn cause oscillatory changes in the magneto-resistance of the nanopillar de-
vice, the origin of the microwave voltage. Thus, direct comparison with the
theory of Ref. [94] cannot be achieved due to the non-ideality of the vortex core
and the elliptical shape of our devices. For I greater than ∼20 mA, the simu-
lations indicate that the vortex begins to deform significantly due to the large
spin-torque, while the GMR signal becomes more chaotic, in agreement with
experimental observations on device 1 that the peak broadens and eventually
disappears for I greater than ∼15 mA.
2The crucial role played by the Oersted field was also confirmed through detailed analytical
calculations of a point-contact device shortly after I published these results [109].
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For negative I bias the electrons that impinge on the thin layer have acquired
a vortex-shaped spin polarization distribution in passing previously through
the thick layer. The OOMMF micromagnetic simulations show that the result-
ing spin-torque acting on the thin layer causes the nucleation of a vortex in this
layer. As the magnetization of the thin layer becomes aligned with the spin-
polarization the spin-transfer torques on both the thick and thin layers vanish,
leading to a stationary steady state, consistent with no coherent microwave os-
cillations being observed experimentally for negative I. When the current is
turned off in the simulation, the thin layer magnetization unwinds to the quasi-
uniform state due to the shape anisotropy field.
3.7 Dependence on the applied magnetic field direction
The measured vortex oscillation frequency f shows qualitatively different be-
haviors for H⊥ and H‖, with f increasing with H in the first case (Fig. 3.4) and
decreasing in the second case (Fig. 3.5), a trend that is reproduced by the simu-
lations. Increasing H⊥reduces the non-uniformity of the magnetic vortex along
the z axis, bringing it closer to an ideal vortex, while the opposite occurs for in-
plane applied fields. Thus, I attribute the field-dependence of f to this straight-
ening (deformation) of the vortex for H⊥ (H‖) [95]. Uncertainties in the device
dimensions introduce a maximum relative uncertainty of ∼20% in the values
of f obtained from the simulations. While the H⊥ data for sample 2 shown in
Fig. 3.4 exhibits a monotonic frequency dependence with a single oscillation
mode, the sample 1 data for H‖ (Fig. 3.5) includes a series of small discontinu-
ities between roughly linear regions, as well as several regions where two or
three peaks coexist in the time-average spectrum. I attribute these jumps in
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Figure 3.4: Dependence of microwave frequencies on H⊥ for sample 2. The
blue dots show the sample 2 data as a function of H⊥ for I =6.6 mA. The black
squares indicate the results from micromagnetic simulations on a 160 nm x 75
nm ellipse.
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the oscillation frequency to abrupt changes in the details of the vortex’s confin-
ing magnetostatic potential due to magnetic defects in the thick Py layer, or to
abrupt changes in the polarization distribution of the incident spin-torque cur-
rent due to defects in the thin Py layer. The presence of such defects, which
could be intrinsic, or due to shape anomalies or antiferromagnetic surface ox-
ides [125], is confirmed by the existence of irregularities in the GMR field scan
(Fig. 3.2a)) near the field values where the f vs. H‖ data show discontinuities. As
a result of these defects, in certain bias regimes the vortex can undergo jumps
between slightly different, metastable trajectories, corresponding to transitions
between local minima of the confining potential. Evidence for such metastable
trajectories can be seen in the lower inset in Fig. 3.5 where for H‖ = 350 Oe,
three distinct microwave peaks, with approximately 60 MHz separations, are
observed in the time-averaged spectrum. The sampling rate for the data in
Fig. 3.5 is 5 MHz/sec, corresponding to a sampling time of ∼38 seconds for
the data in the lower inset. Using the arguments from reference [67], if I as-
sume that the linewidths of these peaks are entirely due to jumping between
the metastable trajectories3, I calculate that the dwell times for these trajectories
range between ∼29 and ∼159 ns, based on the observed linewidths, which range
between ∼11 and ∼2 MHz, respectively. In studies of the transient oscillation of
single vortices in micrometer scale Py disks, the vortex gyrotropic frequency
has been observed to fluctuate by a factor of three or more as changes in the dc
field move the vortex equilibrium position between pinning sites as little as 10
nm apart [126]. Here I am observing finer changes in the average frequency of
persistent vortex motion due to what must be only small changes in the confin-
ing potential when averaged over a trajectory that, according to the simulations,
3In Chapter 4 I will present direct evidence of mode jumping at zero field, where I have
observed a maximum of two distinct modes, which are related not to defects, but to changes in
the magnetic configuration.
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displaces the core ∼ 20 nm or more from its equilibrium position.
Figure 3.5: Dependence of microwave frequencies on H‖ for sample 1. The green
dots show the sample 1 data as a function of H‖ for I =12 mA. The black squares
indicate results from simulations on a 160 nm x 75 nm ellipse. Power density
plot for H‖ = 350 Oe (lower inset). Demonstration of frequency modulation of a
microwave peak, showing first-order side-bands (upper inset). The dc applied
magnetic field is H‖ =550 Oe and the dc current is I =9 mA. The frequency
modulation is induced by an oscillating magnetic field HFM with a frequency
fFM =5 MHz, applied along the minor axis of the ellipse.
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3.8 Discussion of the oscillation linewidths
The spin-torque-driven vortex oscillations can exhibit significantly narrower
linewidths than spin-transfer oscillations in vortex-free magnetic nanopillar
spin valves whose minimum linewidths vary between ∼550 MHz (at f ∼ 6.5
GHz) [45] and ∼10 MHz (at f ∼9.2 GHz) [127] at room temperature. Since
random noise is one of the main sources of linewidth broadening in a self-
oscillator [66, 128] one possible reason for this difference is the larger magnetic
volume4 involved in the vortex oscillation and the relatively weak dependence
of the oscillation frequency on magnetic field. I argue that the relevant vor-
tex oscillation volume is the entire thick layer, since all spins in the layer are
coupled through exchange and magnetostatic interactions. This layer has a con-
siderably larger volume than the oscillating layer in the vortex-free nanopillar
experiments. The larger volume reduces the amplitude of the random Langevin
magnetic field associated with the thermal fluctuations, while the weak field de-
pendence reduces the effect of this fluctuation field on the oscillation linewidth
[67]. Conversely, the narrow linewidth results in this vortex oscillator being a
sensitive indicator of magnetic defects in the nanostructure. If some of the mag-
netic defects that contribute to the non-ideal confining potential are sufficiently
uncoupled to the rest of the magnetic system that they thermally fluctuate in
a quasi-independent manner, they will collectively modulate the precessional
frequency and broaden the oscillator linewidth. As the field and current bias
conditions change, the vortex core samples different regions of the nanoscale
device, and hence different defect ensembles. Improvements in materials and
device fabrication should reduce these variations with bias and further narrow
4As discussed in Chapter 1 the very shape of the vortex might itself be an important factor
affecting the linewidth, but it is still not well understood to what extent this might be the case.
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the oscillator linewidth beyond what we have demonstrated here in this ini-
tial experiment. Nevertheless, the oscillator is already sufficiently robust that
relatively low frequency electromagnetic signals can be coherently detected, as
demonstrated in the upper inset of Fig. 3.5, which shows the mixing response
to an external 5 MHz magnetic field HFM applied in plane.
3.9 Vortex dynamics under out-of-plane magnetic fields
In the case of applied fields perpendicular to the plane, Giovanni Finocchio and
I have later performed additional studies, based largely on micromagnetic sim-
ulations. For this, we did not use OOMMF. Instead we used a different code,
developed by him and his collaborators, which he adapted (similar to my pre-
vious work on OOMMF) to allow simulation of adaptive spin-polarization and
torque on both layers, as described in detail below. Unlike OOMMF, this code
also allows for the modeling of certain finite temperature effects.
3.9.1 Micromagnetic model for simulations done with a code
different from OOMMF
For this micromagnetic modeling study we used a device geometry similar to
that in Ref. [61] (Py (5nm)/Cu (40nm)/Py (60nm) of elliptical cross sectional
area (160nm×75nm)). The dynamics were simulated by solving the Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert-Slonczewski (LLGS) equation [129, 130] with the magnetostatic
field being computed self-consistently for the entire spin-valve. The spin trans-
fer torque effect in the thinner Py-layer is simulated according to the following
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equation:
T (mp,m f ) =
g |µB| jε(m f ,mp)
eγ0 M2S LF
(
m f × (m f ×mp) − αm f ×mp
)
(3.1)
where g is the gyromagnetic splitting factor, γ0 is the gyromagnetic ratio, µB is
the Bohr magneton, j is the current density assumed to be spatially uniform
over the entire device, LF and MS are the thickness and the saturation mag-
netization for the thinner Py-layer, e is the electron charge. Here m f and mp
are respectively, the magnetization of the thinner Py-layer and of the top layer
of the thicker Py-layer, where the latter is used as the polarizer layer for the
spin-torque computation (the cell used for the discretization is 5 × 5 × 5 nm3).
ε(m f ,mp) = 0.5P(χ + 1)/
(
2 + χ(1 −mp •m f )
)
is the polarization function which
characterizes the angular dependence of the spin torque term, P is the current
spin-polarization factor and χ is the giant-magneto-resistance asymmetry pa-
rameter. We compute the torques individually for each discretization cell, as-
suming ballistic transport.
The spin transfer torque effect in the thicker Py layer is simulated according
to:
T (mp,m f ) = −g |µB| jε(mp,m f )eγ0M2S PLP
(
mp × (mp ×m f ) − αm f ×mp
)
(3.2)
where ε(mp,m f ) = ε(m f ,mp), where m f is now the polarizer layer, MS P is
the saturation magnetization for the thicker Py-layer, LP is the thickness over
which the spin torque effect is exerted in the thicker Py layer and because
the spin diffusion length in the Py is ∼5 nm [131] we set this to be the thick-
ness of the top discretized layer, i.e. the one closest to the thin Py layer. The
magneto-resistance signal is computed over all ballistic channels as r(mp,m f ) =
1
N f
N f∑
i=1
ri(mi,p,mi, f ), where N f is the number of computational cells of the thinner
layer and ri(mi,p,mi, f ) is the magneto-resistance signal of the ith computational
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cell of the thinner layer (mi, f ) computed with respect to the ith computational
cell of the top discretized layer of the thicker layer (mi,p) by using a cosine an-
gular dependence ri(mi,p,mi, f ) = 0.5 [1 − cos(θi)] (cos(θi) = mi,p •mi, f ).
For the simulations we employ a Cartesian coordinate system where the x-
axis is the easy axis of the ellipse and the y-axis is the hard in-plane axis. By con-
vention, positive current polarity corresponds to electron flow from the thinner
to the thicker layer (+z-axis) of the spin valve, and we use: MS = MS P = 650
kA/m, χ = 1.5 and P = 0.38, an exchange constant A = 1.3 × 10−11 J/m, and
a damping parameter α = 0.01. For the static case of no spin-torque current
we simulated the magnetic behavior of the spin-valves by solving the Brown
equation (m × he f f = 0), with a residual of ≤ 10−7 considered to be sufficiently
low.
3.9.2 Magnetization reversal under perpendicular field
We simulated the magnetic hysteresis loop (Fig. 3.6a) bottom) of the device
structure, and qualitatively captured the major features of the giant magneto-
resistance behavior as measured experimentally for near zero current bias
(Fig. 3.6a) top). In particular, above point A (above applied fields larger than
200 mT) the vortex polarity is +1 (parallel to the field). As the field is swept
to negative values, the polarity of the vortex core switches to -1 at point B
(µ0H = −200 mT). As the field is then swept back to positive values the core
polarity switches back to +1 at point A (µ0H = 200 mT). At zero field, point
C the simulation shows the vortex core located near the center of the ellipse,
with a small offset in the hard-in-plane axis due to the magnetostatic coupling
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Figure 3.6: Differential resistance and simulated dynamics for a field applied
perpendicular to the plane. a) experimental differential resistance (top) and
simulated magnetoresistance (bottom) vs. out-of-plane field. b) frequency of
the vortex self-oscillation as function of current density (µ0H = 160 mT) for dif-
ferent model parameters. The functional dependence are simulated with the
spin transfer exerted on the top section only: Ttop (T = 0 K, MS P = 650 kA/m),
300 K (T = 300 K, MS P = 650 kA/m), and 800 kA/m (T = 0K, MS P = 800
kA/m). c) Temporal evolution of the x and y component of the average normal-
ized magnetization for J = 1.3 × 108 A/cm2, and d) projection of the trajectory
in the < mX >-< mY > plane. The simulations in c) and d) are at T = 0 K.
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with the thin Py-layer whose magnetization is aligned uniformly along +x or
-x direction depending on the magnetic history. In the computation the field is
tilted by 1◦ away from perpendicular direction along the +x direction to con-
trol the in-plane magnetization component. The magnetic configuration of the
thinner Py-layer remains uniform for each value of field. The major quantita-
tive difference between the simulated magnetic behavior and the experiment is
that in the experimental loop, the switching fields of the vortex core polarity are
∼ ±150mT, while the simulated values are somewhat larger, ∼ ±200 mT. This is
most likely because thermal effects were not taken into account in the simula-
tion of the near zero-current, magnetization loop. Possible shape imperfections
due to device-to-device variations might also play a role.
3.9.3 Frequency and trajectory of the steady-state oscillations
We systematically studied the behavior of this device structure under the ap-
plication of a bias current sufficient to excite persistent dynamics, for a range
of magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the plane of the thin film layers. In
the case of a perpendicular field of 160mT (vortex polarity +1) the simulated
vortex dynamics were characterized by a main excited mode with frequency
in the range 1.8-2.2 GHz (Fig. 3.6b) Ttop line). The frequency of this mode ex-
hibits “blue shifting” as function of current, in agreement with experimental
observations [61]. The simulated magnetization dynamics have a steady-state
character, as can be observed from the temporal evolution of the average nor-
malized magnetization of the thicker Py-layer (< mX(t) >, < mY(t) >, Fig. 3.6c),
J = 1.3 × 108 A/cm2), and the trajectory in the < mX >-< mY > plane (Fig. 3.6d)).
The vortex core moves in counter-clockwise sense [94] with a quasi-elliptical
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trajectory. The experimental “blue shift” functional dependence of the oscilla-
tion frequency on the out-of-plane field for a fixed current is also confirmed by
our simulations which reveal that the average radius of the vortex trajectory
increases with perpendicular field bias (not shown). For example for a current
density of J = 1.0 × 108 A/cm2, the average y-component of the magnetiza-
tion oscillate from -0.08 to 0.08 at 100 mT and from -0.15 to 0.15 at 160 mT5.
Fig. 3.7a) shows how the vortex positions (trajectories) differ, for the case of
µ0H = 160 mT, for two different bias current densities, J = 1.0 × 108 A/cm2
(‘+’) and J = 2.0 × 108 A/cm2 (‘o’) where we see that the average orbit also in-
creases with current bias. Fig. 3.7b) shows snapshots of the z-component of the
magnetization of the top portion of thick layer at two different times during the
vortex precessional period. (All results in Fig. 3.7 were obtained for T = 0 K.)
The trajectories from this simulation of vortex dynamics in a uniform spin valve
structure differ from those obtained previously for point-contact geometries in
which the vortex moves into and out of the contact region, alternating its polar-
ity and consequently the sense of rotation. [132] Our analysis of the simulation
results indicate that the deviations from a pure elliptical trajectory are due to the
strong non-uniform configuration in the thinner Py-layer, as shown, for exam-
ple, in 3.7c) (left and right snapshots). In general, in the case of a significant field
perpendicular to the plane, these non-uniform configurations are present even
at the minimum current at which the vortex dynamics are excited. In contrast,
at zero and near-zero applied field, above the onset current for vortex dynamics
the magnetization of the thinner layer oscillates in a quasi-uniform configura-
tion up to the current value that nucleates a second vortex in the thin layer and
the GMR-signal then becomes the result of the relative motion of the two vortex
5We also see that the radius of oscillation increases from ∼ 10 − 15 nm at zero external field
to ∼ 30 nm at 160 mT
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cores (not shown). [133]
Figure 3.7: Micromagnetic details of vortex oscillations for a field applied per-
pendicular to the plane and T = 0 K. a) spatial positions of the vortex core
during its dynamics for two values of current densities J = 1.0 × 108 A/cm2
(‘+’) and J = 2.0 × 108 A/cm2 (‘o’). b) two snapshots of the vortex core position
(the grayscale represents the amplitude of the z-component of the magnetiza-
tion). c) corresponding snapshots of the thinner Py-layer magnetization during
the vortex dynamics in the thicker Py-layer. The arrows indicate the in-plane
magnetization direction.
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3.9.4 Effect of varying the parameters
We studied the effect of several model parameters on the frequency of the vor-
tex precession mode. We found no significant change in the dynamics if the
torque is distributed across the whole thicker Py-layer or just to the top dis-
cretized section of this layer. As expected for a large magnetic volume system,
we also find that including a thermal field [134, 135, 136] (T=300K, Fig. 3.6b)
300K line) does not affect the frequency of the dynamics, as illustrated by the
two spectra in Fig. 3.8, which were computed via the micromagnetic spectral
mapping technique, [137, 138] for J = 1.3 × 108 A/cm2. We do find a depen-
dence of the frequency on the saturation magnetization of the thicker Py-layer,
such that the frequency of the vortex dynamics decreases, and the onset cur-
rent increases when increasing MS P to 800 kA/m, as shown in Fig. 3.6b). The
frequency decrease with increasing saturation magnetization is in qualitative
agreement with analytical results in point-contact geometries based on the rigid
vortex model published in Ref. [109] for the case of a magnetic field applied
perpendicular to the sample plane (see equation 4 in Ref. [109]).
Finally, we compare our numerical frequencies with the experimental dy-
namical data (Fig. 1(b) of Ref. [61]). We determined the proportionality factor
κ between the experimental and the simulated currents using the same scaling
procedure employed in Ref. [139], and obtained a quite reasonable value κ=0.65.
The inset of Fig. 3.8 shows a comparison between the experimental and com-
puted frequency of the vortex self-oscillation at 300K and as can be observed,
there is good agreement. Since the 50 ns simulation length limits the linewidth
resolution to ∼ 20 MHz the linewidth values computed numerically cannot be
compared to the experimental data when the experimental linewidths are less
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Figure 3.8: Simulated temperature dependence of the vortex oscillation spec-
tra for a field applied perpendicular to the plane. (main panel) spectra of the
y-component of the magnetization computed by means of the micromagnetic
spectral mapping technique (J = 1.3 × 108 A/cm2) for T = 0 K (black line) and
T = 300 K (blue line). Inset: comparison between numerical and experimental
data reported in Figure 1(b) of Ref. [61] (T = 300K, MS = 650 kA/m).
than ∼ 20 MHz, which is in fact the case for the majority of the data in Ref. [61].
Moreover, the numerical linewidths are computed for the magnetization sig-
nal6, while the experimental values are due to the GMR signal and are therefore
expected to differ. However, the simulations do reproduce the expected broad-
ening of the linewidth in the presence of finite temperature effects.
6The spectra were computed from the y-axis magnetization component averaged across the
top discretization layer of the thick ferromagnet.
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Thus, the micromagnetic simulations for perpendicular fields reproduce the
correct frequency dependence on current amplitude, a “blue shift,” and show
that: (i) the vortex core moves in the thicker Py-layer in an quasi-elliptical tra-
jectory; (ii) the thinner Py-layer magnetization is in highly non-uniform config-
uration that changes dynamically as the vortex precesses about its trajectory;
and (iii) that the mean radius of vortex orbit increases with the amplitude of an
out-of-plane applied field. The results also show that the combined spin-torque
and magnetic coupling between the magnetic layers plays a crucial role in the
explanation of the features of the magnetoresistance-field hysteresis loop and
in obtaining persistent vortex precession. Given the importance of the coupling
between the polarizer layer and the layer containing the vortex in determining
the existence of the vortex precession it seems reasonable to surmise that the
details of the precessional dynamics, e.g. linewidth, also depend critically upon
this coupling.
3.10 Conclusions
My direct frequency-domain measurements demonstrate that a dc spin-
polarized current can efficiently drive persistent microwave-frequency oscilla-
tions of a strongly non-uniform nanomagnetic state. This extends the range of
known motions that can be excited by spin-polarized currents and provides a
new avenue for studying the properties of magnetic vortices. Compared to the
dynamics of uniform nanomagnets, the spin-torque-driven precession of a mag-
netic vortex exhibits linewidths that can be orders of magnitude narrower. In
addition, the sensitivity of the vortex oscillator linewidth and frequency to lo-
cal magnetic defects in the nanostructure makes it a powerful new nanoscale
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probe of magnetic thin film materials. This sensitivity also points to possible
device improvements that could lead to even narrower linewidths. The high
coherence and the ability to electrically tune the oscillation frequency suggest
that this new spin-torque vortex oscillator effect could prove useful for devising
nanoscale microwave oscillators and for more complex signal processing. The
demonstrated ability to operate such a device in near-zero applied field could
lead to easier integration of such an oscillator with current semiconductor tech-
nology.
3.11 Methods
3.11.1 Details of the OOMMF micromagnetic simulations
The OOMMF micromagnetic simulations integrate the LLG equation with a
spin-torque term of the form described in Ref. [50], using Λ = 2 for the torque
asymmetry parameter. The material parameters are typical for Py: the damp-
ing parameter α = 0.014, the exchange constant A = 1.3 µerg/cm, the saturation
magnetization Ms = 800 emu/cm3 for the thick layer, Ms = 600 emu/cm3 for the
thin layer (based on SQUID magnetometry measurements) and spin polariza-
tion [140] P = 0.37. The volume is discretized into 5 x 5 x 2.5 nm3 elements. The
simulation includes the magnetic coupling between the two ferromagnetic lay-
ers, as well as the Oersted field due to I. Temperature effects are not taken into
account. The spin polarization of electrons transmitted to the second magnetic
layer is mapped from the magnetization vector field of the first magnetic layer
along the electron flow direction. I treat spins classically and use the simplifying
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assumption that the spin component anti-parallel to the local magnetization is
fully reflected at the interface between the spacer and the second ferromagnetic
layer, thus exerting a torque on the first layer. The micromagnetic simulations
provide useful insight into the nature of the spin-torque-driven vortex oscillator,
however I emphasize that they may not accurately describe all features of the
real system due to simplified modeling of the device geometry and spin-transfer
torque, and due to the absence of defects in the simulations. In particular, the
linewidths obtained from simulation are limited by the finite simulation time
and do not represent the effects of thermal broadening mechanisms. The os-
cillation amplitude in the simulations typically decays7, albeit quite slowly, as
a function of time, suggesting that our simulations, while fairly closely repli-
cating the frequency of the spin-torque-driven vortex precession, and its field
and current dependence, do not capture the full complexity of the spin-torque
and magnetic field interlayer couplings. To my knowledge, prior to this result
there were no published results on micromagnetic simulations that consider the
dynamic coupling between the two ferromagnetic layers in a spin valve with
spin-transfer torque. The results suggest this coupling might be of considerable
importance in some geometries, such as the vortex oscillator.
7Some time after the completion of this project I improved the modeling of the reflected
electrons. With this modification the simulations based on the OOMMF code show steady-state
vortex oscillations that do not decay. The micromagnetic model described in section 3.9.1 also
reproduces the steady-state character of the vortex oscillations.
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CHAPTER 4
LONG-TIMESCALE FLUCTUATIONS OF ZERO-FIELD OSCILLATIONS
4.1 Introduction
The spin-torque exerted by a spin-polarized current can excite a wide range
of magnetization changes in magnetic nanostructures. Of special interest is
the excitation of persistent GHz-frequency oscillations by dc currents. This
auto-generation phenomenon has increased interest in magnetism-related non-
linear phenomena, and is promising for potential on-chip, tunable, dc-driven
microwave sources. The majority of studies to date have focused on devices
with strong in-plane magnetic anisotropy that oscillate in a quasi-uniform spa-
tial mode under applied field H of 100s to 1000s of Oe. Recently, studies
have demonstrated that the spin-torque can also excite persistent GHz oscil-
lations in the absence of any applied magnetic field. [72, 141, 61] Refs. [72]
and [61] showed that by making use of the well-known precessional mode
[94, 88, 95] of a magnetic vortex in a nanoscale point-contact or nanopillar struc-
ture, it is possible to obtain not only zero-field oscillations, but also sub-MHz
linewidths, considerably narrower than the 10s to 100s of MHz linewidths typ-
ically observed in the conventional vortex-free spin-torque oscillators. Spin-
torque-driven vortex self-oscillations have since been observed by other experi-
ments [109, 142], and have been the subject of theoretical studies aimed at better
understanding the type of dynamics that can be excited by dc spin polarized
currents in nonuniform states [143], as well as the range of applicability for the
equations of motion of magnetic vortices. [111] An understanding of the factors
affecting the stability of these oscillators and the sources of linewidth broaden-
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ing are of great importance for further advances.
I describe time-average and single-shot transport measurements, and com-
parisons with micromagnetic simulations, that reveal the existence of a mode
substructure of the vortex self-oscillations. By simultaneously analyzing the
oscillations in the frequency and time domains, we find that the substructure
of the oscillations plays a key role in determinnig the average linewidth. The
measurements are performed in H =0, as this is perhaps the most technologi-
cally important bias regime. The devices studied here are spin-valve nanopillars
composed of Ni81Fe19(60 nm)/Cu(40 nm)/Ni81Fe19(5 nm), with approximately
elliptical cross-sections (dimensions for each device are specified below), fabri-
cated as described in Ref. [61]. In equilibrium the thick Py layer has a vortex
configuration and the thinner polarizing layer a uniform in-plane magnetiza-
tion, but as we discuss below an alternative configuration is also possible at
high bias currents.
4.2 Frequency-domain measurements
The dependence of the frequency f and linewidth (FWHM) on current (I) for
one such device (dev. 1, nominal dimensions 80 nm x 180 nm), as measured
with a spectrum analyzer, are shown in Fig. 4.1. Although the vortex oscillations
are expected to be single-mode, corresponding to the gyrotropic precession of
the core, the spectrum actually shows two different modes as a function of bias.
The lower frequency mode (M1) and the higher frequency mode (M2) appear
to coexist for I between ∼6.5 mA and 9.5 mA. The presence of two modes at
H =0 is a feature of all devices we studied, although the details of the bias
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Figure 4.1: Current dependence of (a) frequency and (b) FWHM measured on
dev. 1. Inset: schematic of device geometry, showing the direction of electron
flow under dc bias.
dependence varied from sample to sample. For dev. 1 the two modes have an
approximately linear dependence of frequency on current with average slopes
of 3.3 MHz/mA for M1 and 6.5 MHz/mA for M2. The linewidths increase
at a rate of 0.5 MHz/mA for M1 and ∼1.0 MHz/mA for M2, but a stronger
dependence is observed for M1 at small and large biases.
4.3 Single-shot (non-averaged) time domain measurements
4.3.1 Data acquisition and processing
To obtain information about time correlations between the two modes, I have
performed single-shot time domain measurements1, with a setup as illustrated
1I used a Lecroy WaveMaster8500 (5 GHz analog bandwidth) and a Lecroy SDA1100 (11
GHz analog bandwidth) storage oscilloscopes, each at various parts of the experiment.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of experimental setup for the single-shot time domain
measurements. R(t) is the time-dependent resistance of the device that results
from the magnetization dynamics and the GMR effect.
schematically in Fig. 4.2. These measurements consist of capturing the output
of the oscillator without performing any time average. While this technique
obviously reduces the signal-to-noise ratio of the experiment, it has the major
advantage of allowing detection of transient features of the data. By band-pass
filtering2 the time-domain signals I was able to reduce the noise background
sufficiently to study the time-dependent output of the devices. The digital filter
bandwidth was adjusted for each peak as a function of its width (typical values
were ∼1.5 to 5 times the average linewidth) and was centered at the peak’s main
emission frequency. Fig. 4.3 shows such time traces measured using a digital
storage oscilloscope with an analog bandwidth of 3 GHz and sampling rate of
20 GS/s.
2REU student Ben Williams helped out tremendously with writing the Labview code used
to do the data acquisition and analysis!
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4.3.2 Long-timescale fluctuations of the thin layer
configuration
The time domain measurements reveal that the system has only one major mode
of oscillation at a given time but switches randomly between the two possible
modes, with bias-dependent dwell times in the µs range. Figure 4.3a) shows, as
function of I, the fraction of time the system spends in each of the modes M1
and M2 for dev. 1. To obtain these data we computed the envelope of 100 µs fil-
tered traces such as those shown in Fig. 4.3b) and then determined the fraction
of time the envelope was above the combined amplifier and Johnson noise floor.
Mode M1 dominates from the onset of dynamics to ∼6.0 mA, while M2 domi-
nates for I larger than ∼8.8 mA. A transition region is observed at intermediate
biases. The frequency shifts I discuss here are similar to the telegraph switching
between spin-torque excited dynamic modes previously observed in conven-
tional spin valves [144], but with the distinct difference that the timescales of
the fluctuations in the case of the vortex oscillator are between two and three
orders of magnitude longer than for the vortex-free spin valves. This indicates
that the effective energy barrier retarding transitions between the two modes
in the vortex oscillator system is much higher than for mode transitions in the
quasi-uniform spin valve system, or alternatively that the attractors that define
the two modes in phase space for the vortex oscillator are much stronger than
for quasi-uniform spin valves.
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Micromagnetic simulations
To gain insight into the magnetic configurations associated with the experimen-
tal observations I used micromagnetic simulations3 [129, 130] of the entire de-
vice, including the spin-torque acting on both magnetic layers and the Oersted
field due to the current. I used simulations of two device cross-sections: an ideal
ellipse and an additional cross-section (shape A) modeled on a scanning elec-
tron microscope image of an actual device. Figure 4.4 shows the current depen-
dence of the frequency and the linewidth extracted from Lorentzian fits to the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the MR oscillations4 for the two shapes at a tem-
perature (T ) of 300 K and H =0. In the simulations, the current was initially set
to a value of ∼20 mA (ideal ellipse) and ∼15 mA (shape A), then stepped down.
The duration of the simulations, which was constrained by practical computa-
tion time length, limits the minimum linewidth to ∼30 MHz. Due to the large
initial current values, the devices start in a state with a vortex in the thin polar-
izing layer, in addition to the stable vortex in the thick layer. The chirality of
the thick layer vortex is given by the Oersted field, while that of the thin layer
vortex is opposite, due to the spin-torque from the reflected spin polarization.
At the initial large bias the dynamics are highly chaotic and the frequency is
not well defined. As the current is stepped down the precession of the coupled
pairs of vortices becomes regular and the oscillation linewidth narrows. Even-
tually, between 5.2 mA and 2.5 mA the thin layer configuration switches from a
vortex (V) to a quasi-uniform (QU) configuration [Fig. 4.4a) and b)], with details
3The materials parameters are typical of Permalloy: saturation magnetization Ms=650
e.m.u/cm3, damping parameter α=0.01, exchange constant A=1.3 µerg/cm and spin polariza-
tion P=0.38. 5x5x5 nm3 cells were used.
4The frequency spectrum was computed by summing the absolute values of the FFTs of the
MR time traces over all balistic channels. A cosine angular dependence was used to compute
the the MR trace for each channel.
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depending on the simulated device shape. For the ideal ellipse I also used simu-
lations where the direction of the current ramp was increasing [Fig. 4.4c) and d)].
In this case, the thin layer remains in the QU configuration for I up to a value
between ∼15.5 mA and 20.6 mA, then switches to a vortex. This reveals the ex-
istence of a broad bias range, between ∼5 mA and ∼16 mA, within which both
QU and V configurations of the thin layer are stable over the 100 ns length of
all simulations. These two magnetic configurations are shown in Fig. 4.4e) and
f). The frequency difference between the two simulated modes, corresponding
to the two magnetic configurations of the thin layer, varies with bias between
∼30 MHz and ∼120 MHz, while the experimental frequency splitting between
modes M1 and M2 of device 1 ranges from ∼15 MHz to ∼27 MHz, with the
smaller difference perhaps being due to the non-ideal shape of the experimen-
tal device. The simulated linewidth for the V-QU configuration is lower than
for the V-V configuration at low currents and increases sharply at larger bias, in
qualitative agreement with the experimental observation for dev. 1. The good
qualitative agreement of the simulations with the experiment suggests that the
lower frequency experimental mode M1 corresponds to the V-QU configuration
while M2 corresponds to the V-V configuration, with the data in Fig. 4.3a) in-
dicating that oscillations in the V-QU configuration have the dominant lifetime
at low bias and oscillations in the V-V are dominant at large bias. While the
time domain measurements show that modes M1 and M2 are metastable, their
lifetimes are ≥1 µs, even when the bias is such that these dwell times are compa-
rable. This is more than an order of magnitude longer than the duration of the
simulations, which therefore do not capture the reversible jumps between V-V
and V-QU seen experimentally.
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Figure 4.4: Simulated current dependence of (a) frequency and (b) FWHM,
showing differences between two 75 nm x 160 nm shapes, for decreasing I. Cur-
rent dependence of (c) frequency and (d) FWHM for the ideal ellipse, showing
difference between the V-QU and V-V configurations. (e) One of the two pos-
sible micromagnetic configurations, at 5.2 mA: V-QU. (f) The second possible
configuration: V-V. The color scheme in (e) and (f) indicates the direction of the
in-plane component of the magnetization and varies from blue to red as the
magnetization rotates from left to right.
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4.3.3 Long-timescale abrupt frequency fluctuations
Since the dwell times of the two modes as determined by the time domain mea-
surements are generally on the order of 1 µs to 10s of µs, except at the extremes
of the bias range for oscillation, mode jumping due to abrupt changes in the
overall magnetic configuration of the thin layer is not a dominant contribution
to the individual mode linewidths, >1 MHz, obtained from time-averaged fre-
quency measurements. Instead we find by higher resolution time domain stud-
ies that each peak exhibits a substructure caused by abrupt small-scale changes
in its frequency and amplitude, also with slow characteristic timescales of 100s
of ns to µs. Fig. 4.5a) shows the Fourier spectrogram of a 5 GS/s time trace
of mode M1 from a second device (dev. 2, 75 nm x 155 nm), obtained by slid-
ing a 4 µs long Hann window [145] across the time trace in 20 ns steps. The
spectrogram of a sine wave with similar frequency and integrated power pro-
duced with a commercial generator, shown for comparison in Fig. 4.5b), dis-
plays a stable frequency with the power clearly concentrated within the res-
olution bandwidth. In contrast, the device oscillations exhibit fluctuations of
the frequency that are abrupt on the µs time scale of the measurement, as well
as fluctuations in the shape and width of the spectrogram. These fluctuations
qualitatively resemble those recently reported in vortex-free MgO magnetic tun-
nel junctions (MTJ) [146], however the timescales for our vortex spin-valves are
orders of magnitude longer than the ns timescales reported for the vortex-free
MTJs, indicating that the vortex oscillations are much more coherent. More-
over, while Ref. [146] reports that discrete amplitude fluctuations dominate at
low bias and continuous frequency fluctuations are dominant at high bias for
vortex-free MTJs, I find that for vortex spin-valves the fluctuations can have a
discrete character across the entire bias range we studied.
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4.3.4 Linewidth broadening by long-timescale discrete
frequency fluctuations
The small, discrete frequency jumps are particularly relevant since they appear
to be the dominant contributor to the average linewidth of the vortex oscillator.
In the intervals between these jumps the linewidth can be quite narrow. For
example, a typical long-time-averaged power spectral density (PSD) yields a
relatively broad FWHM of 450 kHz, while the PSD of one of the 20 µs long
interval within this longer trace has a FWHM equal to the 50 kHz bandwidth
set by the measurement window (Fig. 4.5c)). This nine-fold reduction of the
linewidth shows that the oscillator can be stable to better than 5x10−5 over 10s
of µs (more than 104 cycles) before an abrupt change alters the center frequency.
The corresponding value for the length of stable oscillations in vortex-free MTJs
is just 10s of ns. [146] The much slower timescales of the fluctuations for the
vortex oscillator are another sign of its greater stability, in addition to its much
narrower intrinsic linewidths (50 kHz min.) compared to the vortex-free MTJs
(∼1 MHz min.), albeit at the lower frequency of the vortex gyrotropic mode.
An analytical model of linewidth broadening in spin-torque oscillators has
been proposed [63] based on the effect of Gaussian thermal noise in a nonlin-
ear system, that has been found to be in good agreement with experiment for
certain device geometries. [70] Given the characteristics of thermal noise, the
bandwidth of the resulting frequency fluctuations is expected to extend up to
the ferromagnetic resonance frequencies of the magnetic elements within the
device. This does not appear to be compatible with the dominant frequencies
of the discrete fluctuations we observe in the vortex oscillator, which are two to
three orders of magnitude slower.
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I propose, instead, that these discrete, µs-timescale frequency fluctuations
result from abrupt changes in the non-ideal vortex orbit. The ability of static
magnetic imperfections to affect vortex dynamics has been demonstrated by op-
tical Kerr microscopy studies that have shown that the gyrotropic frequency of a
vortex in a micron-scale thin film structure can vary by a factor of three or more
when the core is displaced relative to different pinning inhomogeneities. [126]
Due to the relatively small region covered by the precessing core, and the
stronger confining potential in our nanopillars, I do not expect, nor observe,
such large variations in the frequency. However, if the confining potential for
the vortex is not ideal, then abrupt changes in the orbit can occur if, on the same
time scale, there are either abrupt changes in the magnetic configuration that de-
fines that potential, which could be due to thermal or spin-torque excitations, or
if there are chaotic transitions between different attractors in the non-ideal phase
space. [68] According to the simulations, which assume a magnetically perfect,
albeit digitally modeled system, the vortex oscillator can indeed be chaotic, even
at T=0, due in part to the spin-torque excitation of localized magnetic dynam-
ics. Although direct comparison with experiment is impossible due to the short
simulation times, the fact that at sufficiently high bias, both in the experiment
and in the simulations, the vortex oscillator linewidth broadens and the de-
vice behavior becomes chaotic, with the oscillation eventually breaking down,
suggests that spin-torque excitation of localized magnetic dynamics could be a
significant contribution to the smaller-scale linewidth broadening observed by
the time domain measurements at moderate bias levels.
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4.4 Summary of relevant timescales
Since this chapter contains a number of important time scales, I am listing them
below, in Table 4.1, for easier comparison with each other.
Table 4.1: Relevant timescales for the time-domain measurements, in nanosec-
onds. (Note that at very low bias mode M2 is not detectable, while at very large
bias M1 is not detectable.)
Typical oscillation period ∼ 0.9
Length of micromagnetic simulations 102
Average time between fluctuations ∼ 102 to ∼ 103
that lead to linewidth broadening
Average dwell time in the V-V or V-QU ∼ 103 to <∼ 105
configurations
4.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, the results presented above show that zero-field, spin-torque
driven vortex self-oscillations are characterized by very long timescale fluctu-
ations (100s of ns to 10s of µs). By means of single-shot time-domain mea-
surements I can resolve two main types of fluctuations. The first are due to
transitions of the thin polarizing magnetic layer between quasi-uniform and
vortex configurations, resulting in shifts of 10s of MHz in the ∼1 GHz vortex
gyrotropic frequency. The second are smaller fluctuations that appear to be the
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dominant contribution to the long-time average linewidth of the vortex oscilla-
tor. The discrete, low-frequency character of these smaller fluctuations suggests
the dominant linewidth broadening mechanisms are either dynamic changes in
the magnetic configuration that defines the vortex orbit, or chaotic transitions
between attractors in the phase space established by the device shape and de-
fect configuration. A stronger confining potential would reduce the sensitivity
of the orbit to magnetic defects and hence could better stabilize it. The use of
smaller devices and more homogeneous thin films could therefore yield signifi-
cant improvements in vortex oscillator properties.
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CHAPTER 5
SPACE AND TIME-RESOLVED X-RAY IMAGING OF THE VORTEX
DYNAMICS
This chapter discusses results obtained from studies performed at the Advanced
Light Source (ALS) soft x-ray synchrotron source (part of the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory), and at Cornell University. For this project I worked in close collab-
oration with Yves Acremann (then staff scientist at the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Lightsource (SSRL)) and Xiaowei Yu (then a PhD student in the Sto¨hr
group at Stanford), as well a number of other collaborators at Cornell, SSRL and
the ALS. I was involved in the project at all stages: i) sample fabrication, which
I performed at Cornell (the process included a number of challenges, the solu-
tions to which I will describe in more detail in the Appendix of this dissertation),
ii) sample characterization (performed in part by myself at Cornell and in part
by me with some of the SSRL/Stanford collaborators in California), iii) data ac-
quisition, for which I traveled to Berkeley for the majority of “beamtimes,” iv)
discussions and analysis of the data, and v) writing of the manuscript.
The results of this study constitute direct experimental proof of the pres-
ence of the vortex magnetization configuration in the spin-valve nanopillars
discussed in the previous two chapters, which was previously inferred from
key signatures associated with the transport measurements, and from micro-
magnetic simulations. The study also uncovered important implications of the
small size of spin-transfer devices on magnetization configurations. Before I de-
scribe the study in more detail, I would first like to provide some background on
various magnetic imaging techniques, focusing particularly on the X-ray Mag-
netic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) effect, which we used in this experiment.
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5.1 Overview of magnetic imaging
A number of techniques exist for imaging the magnetization of micro- and nano-
scale devices. Some of the most commonly-used are:
1. Magneto-optical Kerr microscopy (MOKE) (or Faraday microscopy, if in
transmission mode) relies on the rotation of the plane of polarization of linearly-
polarized light by the magnetization of the sample. Kerr microscopy has been
used extensively for the early experimental studies of the vortex gyrotropic
mode in single-layer micron-size disks, because it is relatively easy to set up
and run. However, it is limited to the film surface, it is not element specific and
has low resolution (limited by the wavelength of light). It is therefore not an op-
tion for imaging complex, multilayered, nanoscale samples, such as spin-torque
nanopillars.
2. Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) measures the magnetic contribution to
the force acting on a small tip scanned near the surface. It is limited in resolution
to ∼30-50 nm, and can be difficult to interpret, but is relatively inexpensive. One
of the drawbacks is that stray field from the tip can affect the magnetization of
the sample that is being imaged.
3. Spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (SP-STM) is an extension
of conventional STM using a tip coated with a thin ferromagnetic layer, or an
antiferromagnetic tip. Just as for MFM, one must be able to distinguish between
the effect of the topological features and the magnetic features. The technique
can provide atomic resolution of a metallic surface, but is very challenging.
4. Lorentz microscopy relies on the deflection of the electron beam of a trans-
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mission electron microscope due to the magnetic field of the sample. The tech-
nique can achieve similar resolution to a TEM, but requires expensive equip-
ment. Some restrictions are imposed on high magnification imaging by the need
to avoid stray magnetic fields from the magnetic lenses.
5. Photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) measures the emission of sec-
ondary electrons ejected by x-rays incident on the sample. The emission of
secondary electrons is proportional to the absorption cross-section for the x-
rays [147]. Spatially-resolved magnetic information can then be obtained by
making this cross-section magnetization-dependent. This can be achieved us-
ing dichroism effects (see for example a description of x-ray magnetic circular
dichroism, below). For magnetic imaging, one needs intense x-rays from a syn-
chrotron. PEEM has a resolution of 15-50 nm (e.g. PEEM-2 at the Advanced
Light Source), but is only a surface technique (2-5 nm depth), since secondary
electrons are only ejected outside the sample from this small shell.
5.1.1 X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism
The X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) effect refers to the different ab-
sorption experienced by the two different X-ray circular polarizations depend-
ing on the relative orientation of the photon helicity and the local magnetic mo-
ment, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The effect was first demonstrated in 1987 by
Schu¨tz and coworkers [148]. Since then it has been used for a variety of mi-
croscopy and spectroscopy studies (e.g. [149, 150]). Over the last few years,
several groups have used the effect to study time-resolved magnetization dy-
namics in metallic microstructures (e.g. [119]) or nanostructures (e.g. [151]). It
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is a very powerful, but quite challenging and time-intensive technique. Among
its key advantages over some of the other magnetic imaging techniques men-
tioned above are: i) possibility of high (< 100 ps) temporal resolution, ii) high
spatial (< 40 nm) resolution, iii) does not affect the magnetization (such as, for
example, Magnetic Force Microscopy does), iv) can be used to separate spin
and orbital contributions, and most importantly for the case of complex nanos-
tructures v) it can be used to investigate multilayer devices, since it is a “bulk,”
material-specific effect.
Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of the X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism ef-
fect. For 3d ferromagnets, where the magnetization is due primarily to the elec-
tronic spin, the 2p − 3d (L-edge) transitions are typically most relevant. a) Due
to spin-orbit coupling the 2p orbital degeneracy is lifted, leading to a splitting
of the L edge into the L2 (2p1/2 → 3d) and L3 (2p3/2 → 3d) edges. Reversing
the magnetization (or equivalently the x-ray polarization) results in different
absorption. The sign of this dichroism is opposite for the L2 and L3 edges, as
a result of the opposite sign of spin-orbit coupling. b) Illustration of the spin
transitions. Modified from Ref. [152]
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XMCD effect in 3d ferromagnets
Since the magnetic properties of 3d ferromagnets are primarily determined by
the spin of 3d valence electrons, the XMCD effect is going to be strongest for
transitions that involve these electrons. Since absorption of a photon corre-
sponds to a change of the total angular momentum by ±~, a convenient tran-
sition occurs between 2p and 3d orbitals (L-edge), as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. In
fact, spin-orbit coupling splits the 2p level, leading to a splitting of the L edge
into the L2 (2p1/2 → 3d) and L3 (2p3/2 → 3d) edges. In 3d metals both L-edges
have energies slightly less than 1 keV, which is in the soft X-ray band. At this
energy scale, these are dipole electronic transitions and consequently obey the
selection rules given in Table 5.1. With this in mind, a qualitative explanation
Table 5.1: Dipole selection rules, where l, m, s and ms are the indices for
the orbital angular momentum and its z-component, and the spin and its
z-component, respectively.
Parity Changes Notes
l ∆l = ±1; ∆m = +1 excited by σ+ circular polarization
∆l = ±1; ∆m = −1 excited by σ− circular polarization
s ∆s = 0; ∆ms = 0
of the XMCD effect is as follows. As the angular momentum of the photon is
absorbed by the electron, the spin-orbit interaction couples part of that angular
momentum to the spin, resulting in the creation of spin-up, or spin-down elec-
trons for the 2p3/2, 2p1/2 levels, respectively, as a result of the opposite sign of
the spin-orbit coupling of these two states. Here, the spin quantization axis is
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the x-ray propagation direction. Right (σ+) and left (σ−) circular polarizations
are also defined with respect to this axis, and correspond to the photon helicity
being parallel and antiparallel to it, respectively. Because of the dipole selec-
tion rules, the 2p − 3d electronic transitions conserve spin. But the 3d level is
exchange-split, so there are fewer available final states for spin-down electrons
than for spin-up (the relevant quantization axis for the transition is now the
magnetization direction). Thus, when the beam propagation axis and the mag-
netization are closely aligned, a magnetic filtering effect occurs. For example, if
the two quantization axes are antiparallel (i.e. a spin-up electron in the material
is also spin-up along the beam direction), then the σ+ polarization is going ex-
hibit much higher absorption than σ− if the beam is tuned to the L3 edge, and
vice-versa for the L2 edge.
XMCD is not only a microscopy technique, but also a powerful technique for
magnetic spectroscopy, because the spin and orbital contributions to the mag-
netization can be experimentally determined using sum rules for the helicity-
dependent absorption differences at each of the two edges. Information about
magnetocrystalline anisotropies can also be obtained. A more detailed descrip-
tion of XMCD, including also the effects of orbital angular momentum, can be
found, for example, in Ref. [150]. However, spectroscopy is outside the scope of
this study, where we were not interested in the material properties, but rather in
the static configuration and steady-state dynamics of the magnetization, as de-
scribed in more detail below. For this, it is both necessary and sufficient to look
at a single edge, and reverse the x-ray polarization in order to extract the (weak)
magnetic intensity contrast ∆I/I from the topography-dominated raw data for
each polarization. Equation 5.1 describes this process [148]
∆I
I
=
I+ − I−
I+ + I−
= −tanh(Pcos(θ)µcd) (5.1)
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where I+ (I−) is the transmitted intensity of the right-polarized (left-polarized)
x-rays for a given edge, P is the degree of polarization of the beam, θ is the
misalignment angle between beam and magnetization, µc is the spin-dependent
part of the absorption coefficient (per unit thickness) and d is the thickness of
the sample. The argument of the hyperbolic tangent is usually very small, so
the approximation ∆I/I ≈ −Pcos(θ)µcd can be used.
Before I move on to our experiment I would like to describe briefly the main
factors affecting the magnitude of the circular dichroism. In particular the cir-
cular dichroism increases in materials with a large number of 3d holes (this in-
creases the overall absorption) and a large magnetic moment (this increases the
contrast between the two x-ray helicities). Larger spin-orbit splitting of the 2p
level also increases the contrast.
Table 5.2 shows the number of 3d holes and the net spin moment in Bohr
magnetons for three 3d ferromagnetic elements. The low number of 3d holes
and low magnetic moment of Ni make it the least optimal 3d ferromagnetic
Table 5.2: Number of 3d holes and the net spin moment in Bohr magnetons
for three 3d ferromagnetic elements. The spin moment values values are
from [153, 154].
Element Number of 3d holes Spin moment
Fe 3.4 2.69
Co 2.5 1.64
Ni 1.5 0.62
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element for XMCD imaging, even though it has a larger atomic number1 Z (and
hence stronger spin-orbit splitting) than the other two ferromagnetic elements
shown in the table. Despite the lower contrast and overall absorption associated
with Ni it is nevertheless the primary material we imaged in this study because
it allowed us to distinguish between the vortex layer and the thinner magnetic
layer of our devices, as explained further below.
5.2 Motivation of the study
The electronic transport properties of spin-torque oscillators have been studied
extensively, but the details of the magnetic structure and its dynamics have re-
mained hidden. Here we present the first images of the ground-state vortex
structure in a 3-dimensional (3D) nanopillar and its steady-state oscillation in-
duced by a dc spin current. In particular, we report real space, time-resolved
x-ray images that identify the precession of the vortex core which leads to mi-
crowave emission, as well as deviations from the behavior expected from an
ideal vortex. The elemental selectivity of the x-ray technique allows us to iso-
late the magnetization of the magnetic layer of interest, while the combined high
temporal and spatial resolution of time-resolved x-ray microscopy allows the
underlying magnetization dynamics to be observed in detail. The spin-torque-
driven dynamics are shown to be closely-dependent on the unexpectedly com-
plex 3D vortex profile, while at the same time they maintain a simple depen-
dence on the vortex handedness, despite the strong nonlinearity of the system.
1A large atomic number Z also leads to a larger non-magnetic absorption of the x-rays, which
is detrimental for the overall sensitivity of the experiments since fewer photons make it through
to the detector.
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5.3 Description of experiment
We studied devices with a spin valve structure as shown in Fig. 5.2, with a 60
nm-thick magnetic layer composed of Ni81Fe19 and a thinner (5 nm) magnetic
layer composed of Co60Fe20B20, separated by a 40 nm-thick Cu spacer. The sam-
ples were patterned into nanopillars having elliptical cross-section with a major
axis of ∼170 nm and a minor axis of ∼120 nm. To allow x-ray transmission, the
Si wafer was etched, leaving the pillars suspended on 200 nm-thick low-stress
silicon nitride windows.
Persistent gigahertz-frequency voltage oscillations are excited when a direct
current is applied corresponding to electrons flowing from the thin magnetic
layer to the thick magnetic layer, with the transport properties being typical for
this type of device [61]. The oscillations exhibited by our samples have narrower
linewidths for finite applied magnetic fields, but all the data reported here were
obtained at zero field, where the linewidths were on the order of 10 MHz.
The x-ray experiments reported here were carried out at the Advanced Light
Source (ALS), using the Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscope (STXM) on
beamline 11.0.2 (see Fig. 5.3) [155]. The spatial resolution of the STXM is about
30 nm and the temporal resolution of our experiment is about 70 ps, limited
by the pulse-width of the x-ray pulses. The samples were excited by a direct
current of ∼3-8 mA and all measurements were performed at room temperature.
One of the many challenges of using the instrument is that over the course of
the x-ray measurement the devices and surrounding area that is scanned by the
beam become gradually coated with a layer of organic compounds that steadily
decreases the transparency to x-rays and eventually renders further imaging of
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circularly-polarized
x-ray pulses
APD detector
170 nm x 120 nm
5 nm
40 nm
60 nmisync IDC
synchronization
to x-ray pulses
photon
counting
system
schematic of
nanopillar
Figure 5.2: Schematic of the experimental setup. The sample is positioned per-
pendicular to the incoming x-ray pulses and the transmitted x-ray intensity is
recorded by an avalanche photodiode (APD) detector. The pulse repetition fre-
quency is fALS ∼ 500 MHz (see Methods for details).
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the device impossible. Unfortunately, cleaning of the devices was not possible,
even with O2 plasma in an Reactive Ion Etcher. Therefore, the devices must
be measured judiciously due to their limited microscopy lifetime. In order to
reduce the rate of organic compound deposition the chamber was periodically
pumped and refilled with an exchange gas at low pressure2.
5.4 Synchronizing the dc-driven oscillations
Typically the synchronization of magnetization dynamics to x-ray pulses is
done using a “pump-probe” approach: the “pump” consists of pulses of mag-
netic field or electric current to study the response to transient excitations
[88, 118, 116, 156, 157] or continuous sinusoidal signals to study resonant be-
haviors [119, 158, 159, 160], while the “probe” consists of circularly polarized
x-ray pulses. However, since in our experiment the dynamics were driven by a
direct current instead of pulses or ac signals, the synchronization between the
sample and the x-ray source is nontrivial and cannot be achieved by means of
the standard “pump-probe” technique. Instead, we developed a new method
that relies on injection locking [161] to phase lock the dc driven oscillation to
a small ac current isync. Fig. 5.2 shows the schematic of our setup: a direct cur-
rent IDC was applied to the sample to excite the steady-state GHz oscillation, a
small alternating current isync was added to IDC to synchronize the sample oscil-
lation to x-ray pulses. The root mean square value (RMS) of the phase-locking
2We also observed a slow increase in the oscillation linewidth after repeated measurements,
which we think could be due to a degradation of the magnetization due to heating effects of
the applied current. Indeed, cooling occurs primarily in two ways, both of which are relatively
inefficient: i) horizontally through the metallic leads (which have a small cross-section) or ii)
directly by conduction to the exchange gas (which is at low pressure). Direct cooling to the
substrate, which would be efficient, is not possible due to the fact that the devices are suspended
on the membrane.
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current isync was less than 7% of the direct current which drives the magnetiza-
tion dynamics. A photon counting system was developed to distribute the x-ray
transmission signals recorded by an avalanche photodiode detector (APD) to 16
different channels, corresponding to 16 equally-spaced phases of the oscillation.
To probe the thick magnetic layer only, the x-ray energy was tuned to the
Ni L3 edge and STXM images of the sample transmission intensity I+(x, y) and
I−(x, y) were recorded using right and left circularly polarized x-rays. Fig. 5.4a)
is a typical x-ray transmission image of our sample where topography con-
trast strongly dominates over magnetic contrast. Darker regions indicate that
the sample absorbs more of the incident x-rays, indicating the position of the
nanopillar. To suppress the topography contrast, we computed the normal-
ized difference I
+(x,y)−I−(x,y)
I+(x,y)+I−(x,y) , and the resulting image of the differential intensity is
shown in Fig. 5.4b)3. The magnetic contrast of this figure comes from the X-ray
Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) effect [148, 149]. The sample surface is
perpendicular to the x-ray propagation direction, thus the contrast in Fig. 5.4b)
corresponds to the out-of-plane magnetization of the thick layer.
5.5 3D ground state of a strongly-confined vortex
We studied both the equilibrium magnetic state of these samples without any
external excitation and the persistent oscillations excited by a direct current. The
static measurement4 shown in Fig. 5.4b) confirmed that the magnetic configu-
3Additional details of the synchronization of the oscillations and alignment of the images to
correct for spatial drift can be found in Xiaowei Yu’s 2009 Stanford Ph.D. dissertation.
4Imaging of the thinner magnetic layer (the polarizer) yielded only a very weak signal, due
to its much lower thickness and the strong attenuation across the thick nanopillar stack and
nitride membrane.
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50 nm
a b
50 nm
Figure 5.4: Static STXM image and magnetic image. a, STXM image showing
mainly topographic contrast. b, Magnetic image deduced from STXM images
showing XMCD contrast corresponding to the out-of-plane magnetization.
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ration of the thick layer is a magnetic vortex. However, besides the black area
in the center of the image corresponding to the vortex core, there are also two
lighter regions indicating a considerable out-of-plane magnetization component
with opposite orientation to that of the core. To depict this magnetization distri-
bution more clearly, the pillar area in Fig. 5.4b) is plotted in Fig. 5.5 (top) using
both pseudo color and a surface plot, where the height is proportional to the
out-of-plane magnetization. The out-of-plane magnetization decays from the
center of the ellipse to its edge; the decay is most pronounced along an axis that
lies between the major and minor axes, with the magnetization turning to a di-
rection opposite that of the core near the edges. The data also clearly shows that
the magnetization breaks the symmetry of the elliptical shape of the sample.
The observed distortions indicate that the static vortex profile strongly deviates
from an ideal vortex profile, where the magnetization lies in plane everywhere
except at the core.
To better understand this unusual vortex profile, we conducted micromag-
netic simulations of an isolated Permalloy (Py) pillar with the same dimensions
as the thick layer in our samples using the LLG Micromagnetic Simulator [162].
The simulated grid size is 2 nm × 2 nm × 2 nm and the material parameters are
1.3 × 10−11 J/m for the exchange constant and 8 × 105 A/m for the saturation
magnetization. The bottom part of Fig. 5.5 shows the simulation results for the
in-plane distribution of the out-of-plane magnetization at the top, in the middle,
at the bottom, and averaged over the whole Py pillar. The average magnetiza-
tion and the magnetization in the middle of the pillar are very similar, following
the symmetry of the pillar shape and remaining mostly in plane except in the
center and at the edge. However, the out-of-plane magnetizations on the top
and bottom surfaces break the in-plane symmetry and have mirror symmetry
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between them. In the simulations the top and bottom are identical to each other
so the direction of symmetry breaking depends on the initial conditions, which
are random (i.e. it behaves as a spontaneous symmetry breaking). The variation
50 nm
0
m
Experimental data:
50 nm
Differential
intensity
+1.0
-0.3
0
To
p
Middle
B
ottom
Average
Simulations:
Figure 5.5: Comparison of experimental data and micromagnetic simulation of
the static magnetization distribution. Top: The magnetic contrast within the
sample area of the magnetic image, Fig. 2b, with pseudo color (left) and its sur-
face plot (right), where the height is proportional to the out-of-plane magnetiza-
tion. Bottom: Micromagnetic simulation, showing the out-of-plane component
of the equilibrium magnetization in different planes of an isolated 60 nm-thick
Py pillar with the same dimensions as in our sample (as shown).
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of the magnetization across the sample normal axis shown in the simulation is
a consequence of the 3D nature of magnetic elements whose thickness is com-
parable to the lateral size [163, 164, 165]. Although most studies of micro- and
nano-scale magnetic elements have focused on two-dimensional structures, the
magnetic vortex as a ground state in a spin-torque device is almost inevitably
3D in nature. Spin-transfer devices need to have small lateral dimensions in or-
der for the spin-torque to dominate over the adverse effect of the Oersted field.
Due to this requirement on the lateral dimensions, which implies very advan-
tageous scaling properties for spin-torque devices, the thickness of a magnetic
layer needs to be well above the exchange length in order to energetically favor
the vortex state over the single domain state. The 60 nm thickness of our vortex
layer is considerably larger than the exchange length for Permalloy, which is
about 5 nm. Hence the magnetization is expected to be inhomogeneous across
the normal axis, resulting in the different magnetization distributions on the top
surface, in the middle, and on the bottom surface.
Surprisingly, Fig. 5.5 shows that our x-ray data is rotated with respect to the
device long axis. Although the XMCD contrast deduced from x-ray transmis-
sion images corresponds to the magnetization averaged along the entire normal
axis of the vortex layer, the data is similar to the simulated magnetization distri-
bution at the top and bottom surfaces of the Py pillar, but not to the simulation
average over the entire layer. In the simulations we found that introducing a ta-
pered sidewall ranging between 10 and 30 degrees (not shown), as exhibited by
real devices as a result of ion milling, can reproduce part of the rotation, how-
ever the effect is not as pronounced as in the x-ray data. The simulations also
indicate that interface anisotropy [166] or magnetic coupling from the thin layer
do not account alone for the magnitude of the observed rotation in the data.
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We believe that other factors, such as a possible deviation of the real device
shape from an ideal ellipse might also contribute to explain why the rotation is
considerably greater in the data than in the simulations. An additional possi-
bility is that the absorption coefficient might vary between the top and bottom
parts of the thick layer. This could occur, for example, as a result of possible
inter-diffusion between the vortex-containing thick Py layer and either the Cu
spacer (at the top) or the Ta immediate underlayer (at the bottom) during the
hotter steps of the fabrication process, which reach 170◦C. Overall, the asym-
metric vortex profile revealed in our x-ray data can thus be understood in two
steps: first the 3D nature of the thick magnetic layer breaks the symmetry of the
magnetization distribution within the surfaces; second, the mirror symmetry
between the top and bottom surfaces is also broken due to the asymmetric en-
vironment in the experimental device, arising from the interlayer coupling, the
tapered profile of the device sidewalls and possibly other shape non-idealities.
5.6 Trajectory of a spin-torque-driven self-oscillating vortex at
zero applied field
Our dynamic measurements of the 16 evenly-spaced phases of the magnetiza-
tion dynamics directly confirm that the GHz-frequency GMR signal observed
under dc bias [61] originates from the vortex translational mode (see supple-
mentary video 1). Fig. 5.6 shows the vortex core trajectory (red) of a sample os-
cillating at 0.95 GHz, excited by a direct current of 7.8 mA (isync ∼0.4 mA RMS),
and the core positions for the same sample without any excitation (black). The
static core positions are recorded by the same photon counting system used for
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the dynamic measurement, thus they provide an estimate of the uncertainty of
the vortex core trajectory. Using the standard deviation of the recorded static
core positions, we depict the uncertainty of the dynamic core positions by the
transparent red disks. There are several sources contributing to the uncertainty
of the core positions, including the limited spatial resolution, fluctuations in the
photon counters, the finite width of the x-ray pulses (∼70 ps at full width half
maximum), and the jitter in the synchronization, which is about 66 ps. In both
samples we studied in detail the core orbit appears to be is elongated and ir-
regular. Moreover, the static core position seems shifted by several nanometers
from the origin, which could be due to the effect of the dipole field from the thin
layer. We note, however, that a conclusive interpretation of the significance of
these two specific features is made difficult by the size of the position uncertain-
ties. The radius of the vortex trajectory is ∼10 nm, as shown in Fig. 5.6, much
smaller than that seen in resonating vortex core gyration excited in single-layer
devices by ac magnetic field (e.g. ∼100 nm in Ref. [160]), ac current (e.g. ∼250
nm in Ref. [158]), or dc driven vortex gyration in a metallic nano-contact with an
out-of-plane external magnetic field (∼158 nm in the simulations in Ref. [109]).
Unlike in resonant dynamics, where the size of the orbit strongly depends on
the amplitude of the periodic excitation, in the persistent oscillations measured
here, which are sustained by a direct current, the core trajectory satisfies a subtle
balance between the work done by spin-torque integrated over a cycle and the
energy dissipation.
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Figure 5.6: Vortex core trajectory deduced from STXM images. Black dots: static
core positions recorded by 16 photon counters. (Some of the static positions
overlap.) Red dots: core positions of the same sample during the oscillations,
recorded by the same photon counters. Red disks: an estimate of the position
uncertainty by using the standard deviation of the static core positions. The
direction of vortex gyration is clockwise, as indicated.
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5.7 Handedness and nonlinear vortex oscillations
Time-resolved images of the same sample, but having the opposite core po-
larity due to its magnetic history (as evidenced by the change from white to
black contrast in the center of the normalized difference images) reveal that the
core moves counterclockwise, opposite to the direction of gyration for the case
shown in Fig. 5.6 (see supplementary video 2). The oscillation frequency is 1.26
GHz with a direct current of 5.1 mA (isync ∼0.4 mA RMS). (The vortex frequency
of 0.95 GHz measured for the initial core polarity is inaccessible after the po-
larity switches because the oscillation frequencies move to a higher range after
the core flip.) This observation is consistent with the conclusion in Ref. [118],
that the direction of the vortex gyrotropic motion is determined by the direction
of the out-of-plane magnetization at the core, or the handedness of the vortex.
Our result shows that even when the effect of spin-torque is strong enough to
balance the damping, an intrinsically nonlinear effect, the vortex core rotation
direction is still determined by the internal structure of the vortex, just as for a
freely relaxing magnetic vortex.
5.8 Vortex non-ideality and spin-torque efficiency
The magnetic vortex profile revealed by our x-ray data makes it very challeng-
ing to describe analytically the magnetization dynamics reported here. Most
vortex dynamic models assume an “ideal” vortex profile where the magnetiza-
tion is uniform along the normal axis and the in-plane distribution maintains
the sample topographic symmetry [94, 156, 102, 103]; however, these models
are not strictly applicable to our case due to the 3D nature of our magnetization
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distribution. For example, Ref. [109] concludes, through use of the Thiele equa-
tion [89, 91], that only the perpendicular component of the spin polarization can
sustain persistent vortex gyration, while the in-plane component leads only to
vortex core displacement. In contrast, our x-ray data clearly shows that in our
samples the vortex undergoes steady-state oscillation under the influence of a
predominantly in-plane spin-polarized longitudinal current. One possible rea-
son for the discrepancy is the unusual profile of the vortex in spin valve nanopil-
lars such as studied here, since both the damping force and the spin-torque force
in the Thiele equation are strongly dependent on the vortex magnetization dis-
tribution. Another possible reason is the periodic distortion of the vortex core
along the normal axis observed in simulations of the dynamics [61] (see also
Fig. 3.3). Such a periodic distortion of the core during the gyrotropic motion
is not describable using the existing models of vortex dynamics. However the
prediction that an in-plane polarized spin current should not induce gyration
at all in the ideal case can likely provide the basis for the explanation of why
the zero-field gyration orbit observed experimentally with a vortex that has a
non-ideal profile has such a small radius.
5.9 Summary of relevant frequency and time scales
Since this chapter contains a number of important frequency and time scales, I
am listing them below, in Table 5.3, for easier comparison with each other.
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Table 5.3: Relevant frequency and time scales for the time-resolved x-ray
imaging experiment.
Typical oscillation ∼ 0.9 to 1.3 GHz
frequency of vortex
Pulse repetition frequency 0.499642 GHz
Resolution of frequency mesh 0.015 GHz
for sampling frequency
Sampling frequency ∼ 0.95 to ∼ 1.55 GHz
(see Methods section for details)
x-ray pulse width 0.07 ns
in time
5.10 Conclusions
In summary, we have presented the first direct images of the magnetization dy-
namics in a dc-driven spin-torque oscillator. For a vortex oscillator, we find
that the magnetization profile deviates significantly from the ideal 2D structure,
due to the 3D nature of the thick magnetic pillar, its asymmetric environment
and the small dimensions typical of all spin-torque devices. We find that these
non-idealities play a crucial role in the excitation of the oscillations, a fact that
is currently not taken into account by analytical models. On the other hand,
we find that the polarity of the vortex core has a robust effect on the oscilla-
tions, such that even under the effect of the strongly nonlinear spin-torque, it
still determines the vortex gyration direction, as for linear vortex dynamics in
the absence of spin-torque. While in this work we focused on the spin-torque-
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driven oscillations of magnetic vortices due to their particular technological im-
portance, our technique based on nonlinear phase-locking is quite general and
can be used to image any dc-driven magnetic nano-oscillator.
5.11 Methods
5.11.1 Additional details of the synchronization scheme
A phase-lock loop is used to synchronize isync to the the x-ray pulses gener-
ated by the Advanced Light Source (ALS). Since the frequency of the dc driven
oscillation is not in general a multiple or divisor of the x-ray repetition rate,
fALS =499.642 MHz, we used a frequency grid with fALS/32 '15MHz increments
and tuned the amplitude of the direct current IDC so that the sample frequency is
a multiple of the frequency grid, i.e., fsample = M × fALS/32, where M is an integer
ranging between 61 and 99 in our experiment. If M is an odd number, then the
result of the synchronization is that the x-ray pulses probe 32 different phases of
the sample dynamics simultaneously. Our photon counting system is similar to
that used in Refs. [151] and [167], except we increased the number of counters
from 8 to 16, so as to record 16 or 32 dynamics phases.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation summarized my experimental results on the spin-torque
driven steady-state oscillations of a magnetic vortex within a spin-valve
nanopillar structure.
The manipulation of nanoscale magnetic moments by means of the torque
applied by a spin-polarized current has been the focus of intense research since
the theoretical predictions of this effect in 1996 [40, 41], and has grown to be one
of the largest subfields of magnetism over the last few years. Both fundamental
and applied research has been motivated in large part by the promise of novel
spintronics applications, such as non-volatile magnetic memories and tunable,
dc-driven gigahertz-frequency oscillators.
In my first study I discovered that a quintessentially nonuniform magnetic
structure, a magnetic vortex can also be excited into persistent GHz-frequency
oscillations by a spin-polarized dc current. The details of the motion are more
complex than for a uniform magnetization, and as I have described in the dis-
sertation, a satisfactory understanding of the motion is still missing. However,
by comparing the experimental results from electrical transport measurements
to micromagnetic simulations I found out that the oscillations correspond to the
precession of the vortex core. This is an exciting result from a fundamental point
of view because the core precession is closely related to the lowest-frequency ex-
citation of a vortex, the gyrotropic mode. Moreover, from the standpoint of po-
tential applications, as on-chip tunable microwave oscillators, two features set
the vortex oscillator apart from the previously studied vortex-free oscillators: i)
the vortex oscillations can be obtained in zero magnetic field, allowing for eas-
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ier integration with standard semiconductor fabrication techniques, and ii) the
vortex oscillators exhibit the narrowest linewidth of any spin-torque oscillator,
with measured values of less than 300 kHz at room temperature, at frequen-
cies of ∼ 1 − 2 GHz, which means that they can be a more coherent source of
microwaves than vortex-free spin-torque oscillators.
In the second study I performed frequency domain and single-shot time do-
main studies of the spin-torque-driven vortex oscillations, focusing on the be-
havior at zero magnetic field. I observed two types of abrupt fluctuations in the
frequency and amplitude, with very long random mean lifetimes (∼102 to ∼104
oscillation cycles). The first type are fluctuations between two center frequen-
cies separated by 10s of MHz that we determined to be a result of switching be-
tween quasi-uniform and vortex states of the thinner magnetic polarizing layer.
The second type are much smaller, discrete frequency fluctuations that lead to a
fine structure of the oscillations. I found that this fine structure plays a very im-
portant role in determining the long-time average linewidths. I will also discuss
possible physical origins of these long-timescale discrete fluctuations.
In the third study, which was a joint effort with a group from Stanford and
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, we used soft x-rays from the synchrotron
source at the Advanced Light Source in Berkeley to perform time- and space-
resolved imaging of the vortex magnetization dynamics, by means of the X-
ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism effect. This was the first study to image the
steady-state oscillations of a nanomagnet driven by dc spin-polarized current.
One of the main results of this study is that that the vortex precession is affected
by a non-trivial magnetization profile which results from the small scale that is
characteristic of spin-torque devices, and which is typically ignored in analytical
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calculations. We also find that despite the strong, nonlinear spin-torque the
sense of the vortex gyration is uniquely determined by the vortex core polarity,
just as for the linear case of magnetic-field-induced vortex dynamics.
The study of spin-torque driven magnetic vortex dynamics is still full of in-
teresting challenges, many of which I would have liked to have had time to
study in more detail as part of my PhD work. One active direction of study
is motivated by the desire for larger output powers. Recent progress in vortex
oscillators involving a magnetic tunnel junctions [75] is encouraging and sug-
gests that power enhancements of by several orders of magnitude more could
be achieved with better integration of high-TMR junctions within Py nanopil-
lars. Another direction is provided by the exciting possibilities of reversibly
controlling the vortex core polarity [113, 114] and chirality [115] by means of
spin-torque, for which only analytical or numerical proposals have been pub-
lished to date. Finally, a more fundamental issue is the still incomplete un-
derstanding of the roles of various sources of decoherence in determining the
observed auto-oscillation linewidths.
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APPENDIX A
TABLE OF RELEVANT CONSTANTS AND LENGTH SCALES
Table A.1: Table of relevant constants and length scales. The values for the
damping constant α and the spin-diffusion length ls f vary significantly across
publications, depending on the measurement method or model used to analyze
the data. The superscript in brackets indicates the temperature at which the
values were obtained, if known. The range of values of A for Fe is from [168],
the values for Co and Ni are obtained from calculations in [169], while the value
for Py is that often used in micromagnetic simulations. The values of Ms are
from [170]. The values of α are from [171], except for the value for Py, which is
from [172]. The values of ls f are from [173].
Material A (J/m) Ms (kA/m) α lex (nm) ls f (nm)
Fe 0.3 to 2 × 10−11 1700293K 0.01293K 1 to 2 84.2K
Co 1.0 × 10−11 1450293K 0.0084.2K 2 38300K
Ni 2.0 × 10−12 490293K 0.02293K 3 214.2K
Py (Ni81Fe19) 1.3 × 10−11 800293K 0.01293K 4 3293K
Cu - - - - (350 − 700)293K
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APPENDIX B
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SPIN-TORQUE DRIVEN VORTEX
OSCILLATIONS AT ZERO APPLIED FIELD
I measured the temperature-dependence1 of the vortex oscillations at zero ap-
plied field on devices as those discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. Below, I show data
from Device 1 of Chapter 4. The behavior as a function of temperature is quite
complex, as shown in Fig. B.1. In particular, note that at temperatures of 176 K
or less, only Mode 1 is observed. Fig. B.2 shows the temperature-dependence of
the frequency, linewidth and power for I = 5.0 mA. The linewidth decreases and
the power increases monotonically as the temperature is reduced at this current
value. However, at a larger current value of 11.0 mA, the opposite trend is ob-
served, as shown in Fig. B.3. At this current value, Mode 2 is also active (not
shown), but only for T ≥ 220 K, where Mode 1 is not detected. The linewidth
of Mode 2 also increases with decreasing temperature, but unlike Mode 1, its
power increases.
1The temperatures shown are those indicated by a temperature sensor located near the sam-
ple. They have not been corrected for Joule heating due to the applied current.
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Figure B.1: Current-dependence of the power, frequency and linewidth of the
resistance oscillations of Device 1 from Chapter 4, shown for three different tem-
peratures. At 51 K only mode M1 is visible.
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Figure B.2: Temperature-dependence of the frequency, linewidth and power of
the resistance oscillations of Device 1 from Chapter 4 for Mode 1 (low-frequency
mode) at I = 5.0 mA
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Figure B.3: Temperature-dependence of the frequency, linewidth and power of
the resistance oscillations of Device 1 from Chapter 4 for Mode 1 (low-frequency
mode) at I = 11.0 mA
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APPENDIX C
VORTEX OSCILLATIONS USING A SYNTHETIC ANTIFERROMAGNET
AS POLARIZER
I have fabricated and studied, with help from Jun Park, a set of devices that have
a vortex in the thick layer, but employ a synthetic antiferromagnetic trilayer
as polarizer, instead of the more usual single ferromagnetic layer described in
Chapters 3 through 5. Most of these devices also have a circular cross-section,
as opposed to the elliptical cross-section of devices in Chapters 3 through 5. Be-
low, I show some preliminary data from our experimental studies of dc-driven
dynamics of these devices. A number of basic features of the devices have been
identified through our measurements: i) at room temperature, dc-driven self-
oscillations are visible only over narrow regions of field and current, ii) at low
temperature (we have studied 70 K and below) the dynamics exist over a much
broader range of the applied field and current, iii) dynamics are generally ob-
served only at fields above ∼ 500 Oe, iv) the frequency is generally higher than
the typical vortex gyrotropic-like frequency, and can be as high as 7 GHz, and
v) linewidths can be as narrow as 2.2 MHz (at a frequency of 5.2 GHz). As of
the moment of writing of this thesis this is still work in progress.
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Figure C.1: Field-dependence of spectra for a device with a vortex and a SAF
polarizer. The applied field is in-plane and the chip temperature is 42 K. The
sample structure is [Ta50/CuNx200]2Ta250/Py600/Cu100/Py30/Ru7.5/Py30
/Cu200/Pt300, with thicknesses in Å. The diameter is ∼ 95 nm. The color
scheme encodes the output power, with blue being low values.
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APPENDIX D
CONTROLLING THE VORTEX CORE POLARITY USING A
PERPENDICULAR POLARIZER
As mentioned in Chapter 2, control of the core polarity by means of spin torque
presents an exciting challenge. I have been interested in pursuing this from an
experimental point of view and have fabricated for that, with Jun Park’s help,
a set of nanopillar devices consisting of a vortex and an out-of-plane polarizer
(implemented as a Co/Pt multilayer). Fig. D.1 shows the differential resistance
vs. current for several values of the applied out-of-plane field on a device with
diameter of ∼ 110 nm. Hysteretic switching is observed for some of the field
values and is consistent with the switching of the core by the spin-torque (with
the exception of the loop at −130 Oe). A number of non-hysteretic features are
also observed. (Although these are typically associated with persistent oscilla-
tions, we see no well-defined spectral peaks when measuring in the frequency
domain.) Interestingly, the hysteresis loop does not generally exhibit bistability
at zero current, as can be seen from in Fig. D.1, this being due possibly to the
presence of stray field from the perpendicular polarizer which stabilizes one of
the core polarities at zero field. In general we see considerable device-to-device
variability in the differential resistance vs. current data. One of the possible
sources is a source of systematic defects in the pillar shape, which results in a
stepped cross-section. We attribute this to an over-etching of the carbon mask
by the plasma etcher1 during fabrication, which left an undercut in the Cr mask.
1We have not observed such problems with our etcher of choice, the PT72 at the CNF, but
unfortunately that etcher was down for an extensive period of time at the time of fabrication, so
that the Oxford 80/1 had to be used instead. We have attempted to increase the etch anisotropy
in order to reduce the undercut, by increasing the plasma power and decreasing the oxygen
pressure. This lead to some reduction of the undercut in the test phase, but the results were
inconsistent during the fabrication of the real devices. The PT72 is now again operational, so
that a newly fabricated batch might show improved shape and transport behavior.
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This would lead to a sudden decrease in the ion milling mask radius as the Cr
is etched away and the carbon takes over during the pillar definition mill step.
As of the moment of writing of this thesis this work is still in progress.
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Figure D.1: Differential resistance vs. applied dc current for a sample
with vortex and perpendicular polarizer. The applied field is out-of-plane
and the data was taken at room temperature. The sample structure is
[Ta50/CuNx200]2Ta50/Cu120/Pt100/[Co4.4/Pt6.8]8/Co6.6/Cu3/Co6.6/Cu300
/Py650/Cu200/Pt300, with thicknesses in Å. The Co/Pt multilayer is partly
patterned in order to ensure that current flows through it before entering the
rest of the pillar. This patterning, in turn, results in a finite stray field from the
multilayer. The diameter of this circular sample is ∼ 115 nm.
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APPENDIX E
FABRICATION OF NANOPILLARS ON A SILICON NITRIDE
MEMBRANE
E.1 Overview
In order to perform the x-ray transmission measurement through the nanopillar
devices, as described in Chapter 5 it is necessary to make the samples transpar-
ent to x-rays. The absorption length of soft x-rays is relatively short (in the
metals we used it is ∼ 20 nm), so a 500 µm thick Si wafer is not very transpar-
ent! In order to obtain a transparent substrate, I therefore fabricated the devices
on double-sided polished Si wafers that had been commercially coated on both
sides with a layer (150 or 200 nm thick) of low-stress SiNx1. Low-stress nitride
(i.e. nitride deposited under conditions that result in a lower residual tensile
stress2 than stoichiometric Si3N4) has several desirable properties: i) it can tol-
erate a certain amount of external stress when not supported from underneath,
ii) it is transparent to x-rays (though less so than oxide, which however lacks
the mechanical strength) and iii) it is an excellent etch stop for KOH, the most
common3 wet etchant for Si.
Thus, the fabrication process I developed with help from Zhipan Li (then
postdoc in our group) consists of fabricating the devices with the standard pro-
1In principle, one can also use CNF LPCVD (low-pressure chemical vapor deposition) fur-
naces to deposit low-stress nitride, but it is a tedious process, and it can be difficult to get the
same quality as in the industry due to the stringent requirement on the cleanliness of the wafer
surface and the small size of the furnaces, which can result in poorer uniformity
2For the purposes of making suspended nanopillars SiNx having a tensile stress of less than
about 250 MPa is recommended. It is possible to obtain ultra-low stress nitride, at ∼ 100 MPa,
for example from International Wafer Service.
3Although KOH is very commonly used, especially for MEMS and NEMS work, it is not
compatible with CMOS processing. Other etchants, such as TMAH are compatible with CMOS.
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cess on a wafer which is coated on both sides with low-stress nitride, and then
etching the Si wafer under the pillars, leaving them suspended on a 200 nm thick
nitride membrane (several 10’s of µm on a side) that is transparent to x-rays. The
KOH etching of the Si wafer requires a prior back-side-front-side aligned pho-
tolithography step (using the EV620 contact aligner at the CNF), followed by a
plasma etch step (in the PT72 etcher) in order to define windows on the backside
nitride from where the exposed Si will begin to etch away. Fig. E.1 illustrates the
main steps of the fabrication process. Although conceptually simple the process
presents a number of considerable technical challenges over our group’s stan-
dard fabrication process, which I will highlight next. The end goal is to obtain
a device that is both both electrically alive and accessible by X-rays. Figures E.2
and E.3 show optical microscope images of completed working devices.
E.2 Backside alignment
The first important requirement is to have accurate alignment of the backside
windows to the frontside pattern, otherwise the frontside window may miss
the pillar altogether. Of course, making larger windows can relax the tolerances
for the alignment, but it will also result in more fragile windows. A related point
is that the orientation of the front side pattern (and therefore also of the back-
side windows) with respect to the crystallographic axes of the Si wafer is crucial.
This is a result of the fact that Si wet etching is highly anisotropic. The implica-
tion is that, in addition to good backside-frontside alignment, it is also necessary
that the e-beam exposure be aligned as well as possible (within a few degrees)
with the wafer flat, since the e-beam pattern and alignment marks it produces
define the orientation of all successive steps. KOH achieves a selectivity of sev-
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Figure E.1: Illustration of wafer geometry and main steps of the fabrication
process for the nanopillars suspended on a low-stress nitride membrane. The
metallic layers are shown in green, the low-stress silicon nitride in red, and the
Si in gray. The two images at the bottom show a single die. A 3-inch wafer, as we
typically used, would have 25 such dies in a rectangular grid, spaced apart by
∼ 5 mm. As shown, only 6 devices on each die have nanopillars and windows.
This was intended in order to leave more space between devices in case larger
windows would be necessary, but with hindsight I think it should be possible
to fully fab all 16 devices without any problems. This is true if the devices are
meant to be imaged in the STXM X-ray microscope at the ALS. If the intent is
to use another X-ray microscope one should first check that larger windows are
not in fact necessary for aligning devices in the respective microscope.
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Figure E.2: Optical microscope image of a completed device, showing the leads
and the transparent low-stress nitride membrane, as seen from the front. The
nanopillar is located near the center of the central square region where the leads
intersect.
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Figure E.3: Optical microscope image of a completed device, showing the leads
and the transparent low-stress nitride membrane, as seen from the back. The
image also shows the characteristic angle of the (111) planes of Si. (This is a
different device that in Fig. E.2.)
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eral hundred to one for etching (100) planes with respect to (111) planes. The
exact ratio, as well as the absolute rates depend on the KOH concentration and
temperature of the solution and follow an Arrhenius law (equation E.1), with
parameters shown in Table E.1 [174].
R = R0Exp
(
− Ea
kBT
)
(E.1)
with R being the etch rate, R0 the Arrhenius prefactor and Ea the activation en-
ergy. The wafers we used are (100) oriented (standard flat is along (110)), so the
Table E.1: Activation energies and Arrhenius prefactors for KOH etching of
(100) and (110) Si. Values are from Ref. [174].
KOH concentration (100) (110)
R0 (µm/h) Ea (eV) R0 (µm/h) Ea (eV)
20% 1.23 × 1010 0.57 3.17 × 1010 0.59
23% 2.69 × 1010 0.60 8.98 × 1010 0.62
27% 3.61 × 1010 0.60 1.50 × 1010 0.57
32% 9.28 × 109 0.57 9.88 × 1010 0.62
34% 3.10 × 1010 0.61 3.66 × 1010 0.60
42% 1.60x1010 0.59 4.37x1010 0.60
final etch pattern has a pyramidal shape with sides at the characteristic angle
of 54.7◦ (35.3◦ between the (100) direction and the (111) planes) (see Fig. E.4). If
the backside mask is not aligned parallel to the (110) axis, then the pattern will
align itself with this axis in the initial part of the etching, resulting in a slightly
smaller final frontside window. It the misalignment is considerable and the
window size tolerances are small, the window may miss the pillar altogether.
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Figure E.4: Schematic of etching profile for a (100) oriented Si wafer with pattern
edge aligned to the (110) flat. The pattern on the left etched all the way through
to the membrane. The pattern on the right is too narrow, so the (111) planes
meet before reaching the other surface.
In addition, it is important that the thickness variations across the wafer and
between wafers in a batch be small (±25 µm or less for a 500 µm thick wafer and
desired final window size of ∼ 25 µm ). This is because large thickness variations
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will throw off the window size calculations. If the thickness variations are large
enough they may even result in complete absence of any frontside window (i.e.
the (111) planes meet at a point before reaching the frontside membrane).
Thus the size of the backside windows is determined by the desired size of
the frontside windows and the wafer thickness, subject to the fixed etch angle.
Some degree of undercut due to slow but finite etching of the (111) planes will
also occur, but is not very relevant for these devices. Selectivity with respect to
the nitride membrane is extremely high4, so that a 150 nm thick membrane will
remain sufficiently thick to support the topside metallic features without break-
ing after the entire thickness of the Si wafer is etched through. It is necessary to
overetch in order to ensure that the resulting window is clean. Otherwise, one
ends up with opaque Si residue on the window.
E.3 Protecting the frontside nano- and microscale features
during the Si deep etch
The second (and main) challenge has to do with protecting the delicate frontside
nano- and microscale features against the KOH, otherwise, KOH will etch most
of the metallic features very quickly. First off, it is important to be very careful to
not mill through the nitride membrane when defining pillars or when isolating
devices (first 2 ion milling steps in the standard fab process). While such holes
in the insulator would not be a problem with usual devices, they will obviously
4PECVD nitride, with which the pillars are coated in the IPE tool (see the fab sheet), on the
other hand, is extremely low quality and very porous. Consequently, it will etch, or rather
disintegrate very rapidly in KOH. It is not a good KOH etch mask! The same is true for the
evaporated nitride used in the “Protect Shorts” step.
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be a major problem for devices meant to be suspended on a membrane, as they
allow the KOH to sip through, leading to eventual damage to the frontside fea-
tures. But even if one is careful about this, the fact remains that in order to do
a deep Si etch with KOH the wafer needs to be submerged in hot solution for a
period ranging from minutes to hours. A commercial spin-on bilayer (PROTEK)
exists that is in principle designed to protect5 delicate frontside features against
KOH during the etch. However, I found out the hard way that the PROTEK
coating then available at the CNF would easily peel off or puncture during the
etching process, resulting in complete loss of the devices. The solution was to
fabricate (out of TEFLON) a set of clamping devices that expose the backside
of the wafer to the KOH, while keeping the frontside dry6. There are two such
devices: one accommodates a full 3-inch wafer, and the other accommodates a 1
cm2 chip, on which is located a single die. These two clamping/etching devices
are currently stored in one of the two Buhrman group drawers in the CNF clean-
room. The devices are first coated with PROTEK, which acts as a secondary pro-
tection against KOH, as well as improving the seal between wafer and TEFLON
clamp, and are then mounted on the clamp with the TEFLON screws, which
need to be wrench-tightened by about 1/2 turn after finger-tightening them. The
small clamping device also has a TEFLON washer, which is meant to ensure
that the clamping pressure is entirely distributed across the chip, even as the
TEFLON clamp flexes due to the tightening of the screws. Because the clamps
do flex (as well as deforming plastically over time) it is important to inspect
them after tightening by looking edge-on and ensuring that there is an uninter-
5Another popular method for protecting features from KOH is the so-called “black wax,”
but from my inquiries I found out that this is relatively messy and hard to remove completely
after the etch.
6More recently, the CNF acquired a different batch of PROTEK. While I have not had the
need to use it, according to Yongtao Cui who has tried it, this coating is now of good enough
quality to protect the front surface on its own.
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rupted gap between the top and bottom halves. If this is not the case, the screw
pressures must be adjusted to open up the gap.
E.3.1 Details of the KOH etching procedure
The KOH etching is done in several major steps: i) etch the entire wafer to a
depth of ∼ 450µm (on our 500µm thick wafers), ii) cut wafer into dies (this is
made easy by a grid of specially etched lines on the back of the wafer), iii) put
top leads on small groups of dies, as in the standard process, and iv) etch the
remainder of the Si on individual dies to uncover the nitride windows. Next I
will outline the steps of the etching procedure.
Applying PROTEK bilayer
First the PROTEK bilayer is applied (in the e-beam spinners). This involves two
steps:
1. Spin primer (with a 20 sec wait after applying it with the pipette and
engaging the spinner)
-60 seconds at 1000 RPM, with 20,000 RPM/sec. acceleration
-bake for 60 seconds at 100◦C
2. Spin main coating
-90 seconds at 2000 RPM, with 20,000 RPM/sec. acceleration
-bake for 120 seconds at 100◦C
-bake for 120 seconds at 130◦C
-bake for 60 seconds at 205◦C
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In order to avoid damaging the coating while handling the wafer or chips, it
is important to touch only the back of the substrate. This can be achieved by
using two wafer tweezers. Having applied the bilayer, the substrate can now
be placed in the appropriate clamping device, as described above. Then, the
clamping device is taken to the base hood.
Preparing the solution and starting the etch
In order to save time the KOH solution (concentration 25% by volume) can be be
prepared before starting to apply the bilayer and can be left to warm up to about
80◦C on the hotplate while spinning the bilayer (thermometers are available
under the hood). At that time, a stirrer should also be placed in the beaker and
the RPM set to 200-250 RPM. Now the clamping device can be lowered into
the KOH beaker by means of plastic hooks that attach to the TEFLON tabs on
the device. The temperature can then be increased to about 98◦C to speed-up
the etching. After a few minutes, hydrogen bubbles will start to be released as
aresult of the etching reaction. These are aparticularly visible when etching a
whole wafer, but are more difficult to see with a chip. In fact, when etching
chips, I recommend using a glass rod to periodically clear the bubble that tends
to get trapped on the back of the clamping device, in order to ensure that fresh
KOH reaches the surface.
Ending the etch
When the estimated etch time is up (including overetching to obtain a residue-
free window), pull the clamping device out using the hooks and place it in a
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second beaker that is filled with warm DI water. After about a minute, take
it out and rinse it with warm water in the base hood sink. The warm water is
intended to reduce the thermal shock on the windows. It is also important to use
light water pressure when rinsing and to point the jet at an angle to reduce the
risk of breaking windows. I found that the windows are actually quite robust
and will not break if using this method.
Inspecting the result of the etch
At this point, the clamping device is well rinsed, so it is possible to take it to a
hood in the e-beam resist spinning room (or photolithography spinning room).
Here, the screws are removed and the chip or wafer is quickly rinsed with water
and blow-dried. In the case of the wafer, the depth of the etches can be verified
with a profilometer. For chips, it is necessary to use a microscope to see if the
windows are fully-etched, clean and sufficiently well-aligned to overlap with
the nanopillars. If all looks fine, then the PROTEK can be removed in acetone,
followed by an isopropyl alcohol (IPA) rinse, and blow-drying. If, on the other
hand, the windows need further etching, then the chip can be put back in the
clamping device and then in the KOH bath, as before. (However, if the PRO-
TEK is in bad shape, it is better to strip it in acetone, and then spin a new bilayer
before continuing the etch. Otherwise, if KOH seeps under the PROTEK, the lat-
ter will leave a residue that cannot be removed with acetone. Even if the seeped
KOH does not damage the metallic features, this residue can still degrade the
quality of the electrical contact to the pads or enhance x-ray attenuation.)
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E.4 Fab sheet for the suspended pillar process
page 1/3  date: Wafer:
Substrate Si[100] + Si3N4 Si3N4 thickness =
1.Sputter Wafer
2.Pre-clean wafer
3.Evaporate Carbon (500Å) (800Å 
for vortex nanopillars)  
4.Spin PMMA bilayer
5.VB6 expose on Carbon job file:
   (5*5 dies) devices per die = 
6.Develop PMMA
7.Evaporate Cr Mask (150Å) (200Å 
for vortex nanopillars)  
8.Liftoff Cr Mask
9.RIE Carbon in O2 plasma Etch time = 
10.Spin Photoresist
11.Photolith Step #1 
  "Define Leads" (step1cm in x&y)
12.Develop
13.Descum  
14.Ion Mill (1) Mill time = 
     (T = -10.0 ºC, ø = 45º, 60 mA) After IM 1 & 2, 
SiN should still have ~ 100 nm left.
15.Strip resist
16. Measure Depth of Etches (1,1) die = 
(3,3) die =
SiN thickness =
17.Spin Photoresist (Spinmob 2)
18.Photolith Step #2
     "Define Pillar"
19.Develop
20.Descum
21.Ion Mill (2) Mill time = 
     (T = -10.0 ºC, ø = 45º, 60 mA)
22.Strip resist
23.Measure Depth of Etches (1,1) die = 
(3,3) die =
SiN thickness = 
3(&9'6L1DWÛ& *Can do two 3" wafers,  flat-to-flat
Use program #2 in IPE PECVD 
manual **Aim for 4 x pillar height 
One calibration wafer. Rate = about 18 nm/min
Dep time =
25.Ion Mill (3) Planarization *Shutter open continuously
     (ø = 85º, find with level) Etch rate calibration using FilMetrics
Etch rate = 
Etch time =
26.AFM for Planarization (1,1) die =
(3,3) die =
27.Spin Photoresist (w/ P-20)
28.Photolith Step #3 "Si3N4 Etch"
29.Develop
30.Descum
Figure E.5: Fab sheet for the suspended nanopillar process - page 1.
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page 2/3  date: Wafer:
31.CHF3 + O2 Etch Si3N4 Time = 
      on bonding pads
32.Strip resist, measure nitride (1,1) die =
(3,3) die =
33.Spin Photoresist (w/ P-20)
34.Photolith Step #4
     "Protect Shorts"
35.Develop
36.Descum
37.Evaporate Si3N4 as needed
 Use even hour evaporator.
38.Liftoff and measure Si3N4 use wafer map
       above pillar
39.Spin Photoresist (w/ P-20)
40.Photolith Step #5 *Only necessary if nitride
     "Etch Si3N4 above pillar"   depth is >80nm
41.Develop
42.Descum
43.Ion Mill (4) *Ion Mill to 50nm above pillar
     (ø = 25º, 40 mA)
44.Strip resist
45.Measure Depth of Etch use wafer map
46.Spin Photoresist on backside
     (w/ P-20)
47.Photolith on EV620 
   Backside alignment exp time 12s
48.Develop
49.Descum
50.CHF3 + O2 Etch Si3N4 window
51.Spin Protek
   (Primer + three-step baking)
52.KOH etch 
 Etch time = 
KOH temperature = 
Depth of Etch =                         (Profilometer)
53.Strip PROTEK
54.Spin Photoresist (S1813 w/ P-
20)
55.Photolith Step #6
     "Top Leads"
56.Develop
57.Descum
58.Ion Mill (5) *Aim for top of Pt layer
     (ø = 25º, 40 mA)
59.O2 etch C mask *3 x time in step 9.
60.Ion Mill (6) for 6-15 sec Mill time = 
     (T = +20.0 ºC, ø = 0º)
61.Sputter or IBD Cu *Sputter 2000Å or IBD 3000Å
62.Spin PROTEK on individual chip  
63.KOH etch
64.Strip PROTEK and inspect
Figure E.6: Fab sheet for the suspended nanopillar process - page 2.
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page 3/3
END OF FAB SHEET STEPS
Recipe for Si3N4 plasma etch in 
PT72:
CHF3: 30 SCCM
O2: 0.7 SCCM
Pressure: 30 mTorr
RF power: 150 W
Rate: ~35 nm/min
Figure E.7: Fab sheet for the suspended nanopillar process - page 3.
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